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Abstract
Many physical theories, including notably string theory, require non-abelian
higher gauge fields defining higher holonomy. Previous approaches to such
higher connections on categorified principal bundles require these to be fake
flat. This condition, however, renders them locally gauge equivalent to con-
nections on abelian gerbes. For particular higher gauge groups, for example
2-group models of the string group, this limitation can be overcome by general-
izing the notion of higher connection. Starting from this observation, we define
a corresponding generalized higher holonomy functor which is free from the
fake flatness condition, leading to a truly non-abelian parallel transport.
Keywords: higher gauge theory, parallel transport, string structures
1. Introduction and results
1.1. Motivation
Non-abelian higher gauge fields arise in a number of physical contexts, ranging from six-
dimensional conformal field theory over supergravity theories to string/M-theory. Such gauge
fields are meant to describe higher holonomies, arising from a parallel transport along
higher-dimensional spaces, e.g. surfaces.
In particular, the classical string couples to the Kalb–Ramond 2-form field B, which is part
of the connection of an abelian gerbe. This is the higher analogue of a particle coupling to
a Maxwell gauge potential A, which is part of the connection on an abelian principal bun-
dle. If we now want to generalize connections on abelian gerbes to potentially self-interacting
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ones, mimicking the transition from Maxwell fields to Yang–Mills fields, we face a number of
problems. Using the appropriate language of 2-categories and functorial definitions of higher
principal bundles, of their connections and of the induced parallel transport, most of these1 are
readily overcome.
We arrive at a theory of non-abelian gerbes or higher principal bundles with connections
[1–4] together with an induced parallel transport [3, 5–9]; see also [10] as well as [11] for an
introduction. Topologically, these non-abelian higher principal bundles are simultaneous gen-
eralizations of (non-abelian) principal fiber bundles and abelian gerbes. The connections they
carry, however, merely generalize connections of abelian gerbes. Consistency of the underlying
differential cocycles requires that a particular curvature component, known as fake curvature,
vanishes. This fake flatness condition also arises from a higher Stokes’ theorem, guaranteeing
invariance of the induced higher parallel transport under reparametrizations.
Thus, the fake flatness condition forbids a straightforward interpretation of ordinary princi-
pal bundles with connections as non-abelian higher principal bundles with connection. This is
surprising because categorification usually implies generalization: a set is trivially a category, a
category is trivially a 2-category, a group is trivially a 2-group, and, indeed, a principal bundle
is trivially a principal 2-bundle; but not every principal bundle with connection is a princi-
pal 2-bundle with connection in the sense of [1–4]. Even worse, connections on non-abelian
higher principal bundles are locally gauge equivalent to connections on abelian ones; see [12]
and also [13]. Locally, thus, the extension to non-abelian higher principal bundles is futile, and
we can merely hope to answer some topological questions with these, using higher versions of
Chern–Simons theories. Other highly interesting theories, such as six-dimensional supercon-
formal field theories involving the tensor multiplet, require local gauge field interactions, also
over topologically trivial spaces, and therefore the conventional non-abelian higher principal
bundles are inapt for their description.
For certain higher gauge groups, there is a further generalization of the notion of connection
that lifts this limitation. A higher gauge algebra2 L gives rise to a differential graded algebra
W(L), called its Weil algebra. The kinematical data of a higher gauge theory over some local
patch U of spacetime is fully encoded in a morphism of differential graded algebras from
W(L) to the de Rham complex Ω•(U). However, the naïve generalization of the notion of Weil
algebra of a Lie algebra to the Weil algebra of a higher Lie algebra is problematic: the induced
definition of invariant polynomials is not compatible with quasi-isomorphisms, which are the
appropriate notion of isomorphisms for higher Lie algebras. For particular higher Lie algebras
L, this incompatibility can be overcome by particular deformations of the Weil algebra W(L)
[14, 15].
At the field theory level, the BRST complex describing infinitesimal gauge transformations
and their actions on the fields arising from morphisms W(L) → Ω•(U) is not closed. It closes
only up to equations of motion corresponding to the fake curvature condition. The aforemen-
tioned deformations of the Weil algebra also cure this problem. Such deformed Weil algebras
that induce a closed BRST complex were called adjusted Weil algebras in [12].
1 E.g. the Eckmann–Hilton type argument forbidding a naïve non-abelian higher parallel transport.
2 Note that we always follow the physicists’ nomenclature and identify the terms gauge group and gauge (Lie) algebra
with the structure group and structure Lie algebra of the principal bundle underlying the gauge theory. The gauge group
is thus different from the resulting group of gauge transformations.
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If the higher gauge group is the string 2-group3, a higher relative of the spin group, the
adjustment leads to differential string structures. These are expected to arise in the context of
string theory and M-theory; see [12, 16, 17].
Because the adjustment of the Weil algebra lifts the fake flatness condition from the higher
differential cocycles, it is natural to wonder if it does the same for the higher parallel transport.
This is the main question in this paper, which we answer in the affirmative.
1.2. Results
To simplify the presentation we restrict some parts of our discussion to the example of the loop
model of the string Lie 2-group; there is, however, no reason to believe that it does not apply
to arbitrary higher Lie groups admitting an adjustment.
We start from the observation that the dual of the Weil algebra of a higher Lie n-algebra
L is isomorphic to the Lie (n + 1)-algebra of inner derivations inn(L) of L; details are found
in appendix E. For a Lie 2-algebra L, this leads to the Lie 3-algebra inn(L), which can be
described in two ways: first, as a 3-term L∞-algebra and second, as a 2-crossed module of Lie
algebras, as done in [18]. The former is directly obtained from the Weil algebra, while the
latter contains some additional information and is readily integrated to a 2-crossed module of
Lie groups. In appendix D, we explain in detail the correspondence between Lie 3-algebras
and 2-crossed modules of Lie algebras.
The adjustment of the Weil algebra amounts thus to an adjustment of the algebra of inner
derivations. One result that certainly deserves further study is that the data required to lift the
Lie 3-algebra into a 2-crossed module of Lie algebras is precisely the data encoding the adjust-
ment of the Weil algebra; see sections 3.4 and 3.5. There, we also compute the corresponding
integrated adjusted inner automorphism Lie 2-groups in the form of a 2-crossed module of Lie
groups and compare them to the unadjusted forms.
For simplicity, we focus our discussion on local parallel transport over a contractible patch
U of the spacetime manifold; gluing the local picture to a global one is mostly a techni-
cality. Local parallel transport in ordinary gauge theory with gauge group4 G is essentially
a functor Φ from the path groupoid PU, which has points in U as its objects and paths
between these as morphisms, to the one-object groupoid BG which has G as its group of
morphisms:
(1.1)
see section 4.1 for technical details. Any path is thus associated to a group element such that
constant paths are mapped to 𝟙G and composition of paths leads to multiplication of the cor-
responding group elements. These are the axioms of a parallel transport. A connection 1-form
is readily extracted from considering infinitesimal paths and conversely, a connection 1-form
maps a path to a group element by the usual path-ordered exponential.
3 More precisely: a 2-group model of the string group.
4 I.e. the structure group of an underlying principal bundle.
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An alternative yet equivalent picture is obtained from the short exact sequence of groupoids
(1.2)
where Inn(G) is the Lie 2-group of inner automorphisms. Instead of a functor fromPU to BG,
we can also consider a 2-functor Φ from the 2-groupoid P(2)U of points, paths and paths or
homotopies between paths to BInn(G). We find that the globular identities5 for Φ reduce the
defining data to the same as for Φ, which simply corresponds to Stokes’ theorem at the level
of connection 1-forms and curvature 2-forms.
Gauge transformations are encoded in natural transformations between the correspond-
ing functors. In the case of 2-functors Φ : P(2)U → BInn(G), we must restrict the 2-natural
transformations to obtain the correct set of gauge transformations, as we explain in detail in
section 4.2.
In the context of higher gauge theory with Lie 2-group G , similarly, a strict 2-functor Φ :
P(2)U → BG induces a strict 3-functorΦ : P(3)U → BInn(G). In both cases, the fake curvature
condition appears as a necessary condition for the existence of these functors.
If we replace, however, the 3-group of inner automorphisms Inn(String(G)) with the 3-
group of adjusted inner automorphisms Innadj(G) and consider a strict 3-functor
Φadj : P(3)U → BInnadj(String(G)), (1.3)
we obtain a new higher-dimensional parallel transport. The higher-dimensional Stokes’
theorem is automatically satisfied and merely enforces the definition of higher curvatures
together with the corresponding higher Bianchi identities. This parallel transport is truly non-
abelian and underlies the self-interacting field theories constructed from the kinematical data
arising from the adjusted Weil algebra. Contrary to the unadjusted parallel transport, this
3-functor only simplifies to a 2-functor if the underlying connection is fake flat.
Altogether, we conclude that while for ordinary (higher) gauge theories there exist two
fully equivalent ways of defining parallel transport, this is no longer the case if we aim for an
adjusted higher parallel transport, where only one of these definitions is possible. In particular, a
general higher parallel transport along d-dimensional volumes with underlying gauge d-group
G which admits an adjusted higher (d + 1)-group of inner automorphisms Innadj(G) is based
on a strict (d + 1)-functor
Φadj : P(d+1)U → BInnadj(G). (1.4)
Gauge transformations arise from appropriately restricted d-natural transformations. For d =
1, Inn(G) is always adjusted, since there are no higher curvatures, and the 2-functor simplifies
to a functor Φ : PU → BG , reproducing the usual higher transport. If an adjustment is not
possible for d > 1, then only an unadjusted parallel transport exists, which is locally gauge
equivalent to an abelian one.
Our discussion extends in principle straightforwardly to higher dimensions, except that one
should use simplicial models of the required higher path groupoids and higher Lie groups, as
in e.g. [19]; the technicalities of higher coherence laws will otherwise overwhelm.
5 I.e. the relations between domain and codomain for morphisms and higher morphisms: the domain of the domain is
the domain of the codomain, and the codomain of the domain is the codomain of the codomain.
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1.3. Why categories, groupoids and all that?
Because we hope to reach also a less ‘categorically minded’ audience with this paper, we
outline the interrelations between all the categorical and higher structures and the reasons for
them arising in this paper.
An experimenter observes the Aharonov–Bohm effect and concludes that nature associates
to each path a phase, i.e. an element of U(1). The phases add when paths are concatenated; the
phases invert when paths are inverted. One would call the set of paths a group, except that paths
only compose when the endpoints match. We instead call it a groupoid , or more precisely the
path groupoid of the space, and regard the points in space as objects and the paths as maps or
morphisms between their endpoints, called domain and codomain:
(1.5)
The group of phases, U(1), can also be regarded as a groupoid with morphisms U(1) taking a
single object ∗ to itself:
(1.6)
We call this groupoid BU(1). The Berry phase, which mathematicians call holonomy, maps the
objects and morphism in the path groupoid to objects and morphisms in the groupoid BU(1)
of phases. This generalization of a group homomorphism is called a functor6.
Over time, physicists have discovered two variations on the theme. One, discovered by
Yang and Mills, replaces the abelian group of phases U(1) with non-abelian ones, as neces-
sary for describing strong and weak nuclear forces. The other variation generalizes paths to
surfaces and higher-dimensional spaces, as necessary for field theory on higher-dimensional
spacetimes. String theory seems to require both variations at the same time in e.g. stacks of
NS5- or M5-branes, which have strings in them with self-interacting higher non-abelian gauge
fields. Defining the right generalization of the underlying phases is important to fundamentally
understand this physics.
Both variations are captured by essentially obvious generalizations of the holonomy func-
tor, exemplifying the utility of functorial descriptions of mathematical objects. Replacing the
groupoid BU(1) by the groupoid BG for a non-abelian gauge group G is straightforward. The
6 The terminology is borrowed from philosophy: more general groupoids are called categories, which Saunders Mac
Lane took from Kant; he also took the term functor from Carnap.
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generalization to a higher-dimensional parallel transport requires the development of higher-
dimensional groupoids containing points, paths between points, paths between paths, etc, but
also this construction is not hard, using geometric intuition. Here, a new feature is that higher
morphisms compose in multiple ways: e.g. in the case of the 2-groupoid of points, paths and
paths-between-paths, paths-between-paths compose both vertically and horizontally:
This gives rise to the term higher-dimensional algebra for higher categories and higher
groupoids. Higher-dimensional groupoids with single objects then describe higher analogues
of groups, just as BG describes the group G. This process of adding morphisms between
morphisms is known as categorification.
The heavy use of groupoids and their higher-dimensional generalizations is thus due to the
ease with which they allow us to reproduce and subsequently generalize relevant mathematical
definitions, guaranteeing consistency from the outset.
All terms we use are generalizations or categorifications of the mathematical terms underly-
ing ordinary gauge theories. It is more convenient to describe them by equivalent mathematical
objects, and one can easily get lost in the nomenclature.
As described above, the gauge group is categorified to a higher Lie group. We describe
Lie 2-groups and Lie 3-groups with the more economical language of crossed modules of Lie
groups and 2-crossed modules of Lie groups; see appendix B. Just as Lie groups differentiate
to Lie algebras, higher Lie groups differentiate to higher Lie algebras. For Lie n-algebras, we
use three models: we start from n-term L∞-algebras, see appendix A, which we also describe
dually via their function algebras, known as Chevalley–Eilenberg algebras, and the function
algebra of their inner derivations, known as Weil algebras; see section 2.2. The third description
is in terms of (n − 1)-crossed modules of Lie algebras; see again appendix B for the definitions
and appendix D for the relation to n-term L∞-algebras.
The higher analogue of a principal bundle is a principal n-bundle or an (n − 1)-gerbe7.
Locally, the description of connections is easily described as morphisms from the Weil algebra
of the gauge L∞-algebra to the de Rham complex of the local patch; see section 2.2. For a gauge
Lie n-algebra, one obtains 1-, 2-, . . . , n-forms valued in particular parts of the Lie n-algebra
and corresponding 2-, 3-, . . . , (n + 1)-form components of the total curvature. All of the latter,
except for the form with top degree, are known as fake curvatures.
For higher-dimensional parallel transport we need higher groupoids, which, as clear from
the higher path groupoid, are essentially collections of objects, morphisms between objects,
and higher morphisms between morphisms, such that all morphisms are invertible. We mostly
work with strict higher groupoids, i.e. those for which composition of morphisms is strictly
associative and unital. Strict higher (n + 1)-groupoids are readily defined by replacing the
group of morphisms of a (1-)category with the n-groupoid of morphisms.
As mentioned before, a higher group is defined by a higher groupoid with a single object8.
7 Standard nomenclature often assumes gerbes to be abelian while principal n-bundles are unrestricted.
8 Pedantically, a higher group is obtained by truncating the single object and instead regarding groupoid 1-morphisms
as the objects of the higher group and groupoid (k + 1)-morphisms as k-morphisms of the higher group. This
generalizes the relation between the G and BG.
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Our 3-groups are Gray groups, which means that the two different ways of evaluating the
diagram
(1.7)
are the same, up to isomorphism. For further details, see the literature cited in the respective
sections.
2. Adjusted Weil algebras
2.1. Local kinematical data of gauge theories from differential graded algebras
Henri Cartan [20, 21] discovered a particularly elegant and useful description of local con-
nection forms on principal fiber bundles. Let g be a Lie algebra9 with basis eα and structure
constants f γαβ , such that
[eα, eβ] =: f
γ
αβeγ. (2.1)
Dually, g can be regarded as the (graded-commutative) differential graded algebra
CE(g) :=
(
•g[1]∗, QCE
)
=
(
C∞pol(g[1]), QCE
)
, (2.2)
which consists of polynomials in the coordinate functions tα ∈ g[1]∗ of degree one and whose
differential QCE is the homological vector field
QCE = −
1
2
f γαβ t
αtβ
∂
∂tγ
, |Q| = 1, Q2 = 0. (2.3)
We call CE(g) the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra of g.
Similarly, the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra of the grade-shifted tangent bundle T[1]U of a
local patch U of some manifold M can be identified with the de Rham complex of U,
CE(T[1]U) = (C∞(T[1]U), d) =
(
Ω•(U), d
)
. (2.4)
Morphisms of differential graded algebras
A : CE(g) → CE(T[1]U) (2.5)
preserve the graded algebra structure and are therefore fixed by the image of tα,
A(tα) =: Aα ∈ Ω1(U), (2.6)
9 Either a finite-dimensional Lie algebra, or an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra with a suitable notion of dual space.
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a Lie algebra-valued differential form or local connection 1-form A := Aατα on U. Compat-
ibility with the differentials on CE(g) and CE(T[1]U) enforces flatness of this connection,
(d ◦ A)(tα) = (A ◦ QCE)(tα)
dAα = A(−1
2
f αβγ t
β tγ) = −1
2
f αβγA
β ∧ Aγ
⇒ F := dA + 1
2
[A, A] = 0.
(2.7)
Gauge transformations are encoded in partially flat homotopies between two morphismsA and
Ã of type (2.5).
To describe non-flat connections, we enlarge the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra CE(g) to the
Weil algebra
W(g) :=
(
•(g[1]∗ ⊕ g[2]∗), QW
)
=
(
C∞pol(g[1]∗ ⊕ g[2]∗), QW
)
, (2.8)
which consists of polynomials in the coordinate functions tα ∈ g[1]∗ and t̂α = σ(tα) ∈ g[2]∗,
where σ : g[1]∗ → g[2]∗ is the shift isomorphism. We extend σ trivially to g[1]∗ ⊕ g[2]∗ by
σ(g[2]∗) := 0 and as a derivation to •(g[1]∗ ⊕ g[2]∗). We also extend QCE to •(g[1]∗ ⊕
g[2]∗) by demanding that
QCEσ := − σQCE. (2.9)
The homological vector field QW on g[1] ⊕ g[2] is then defined as
QW = QCE + σ. (2.10)
Explicitly, we have
QW : t
α → −1
2
f αβγ t
β tγ + t̂α and t̂α → − f αβγ tβ t̂γ , (2.11)
where fαβγ are again the structure constants of g.
Without going into further details, we note that the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra of the
tangent Lie algebroid T[1]U can be seen as the Weil algebra of the manifold U regarded as the
trivial Lie algebroid over itself, CE(T[1]U) = W(U).
Non-flat connections are described as morphisms of differential graded algebras
A : W(g) → W(U), (2.12)
which are fixed by their action on the generators tα and t̂α. We define
A :=Aατα, Aα :=A(tα),
F :=Fατα, F
α :=A(̂tα).
(2.13)
Compatibility with the differentials and the graded algebra structure implies that
F = dA +
1
2
[A, A] and dF + [A, F] = 0. (2.14)
We thus recover the definition of the curvature and the Bianchi identity. As stated above, gauge
transformations are obtained by partially flat homotopies. Recall that a homotopy between
morphisms A, Ã : W(g) → W(U) is given by a morphism
Â : W(g) → W(U × I) with Â(x, 0) = A(x), Â(x, 1) = Ã(x), (2.15)
8
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where I = [0, 1] and x ∈ U. Let t be the coordinate on I. The potential 1-form and the curvature
2-form now naturally decompose into two parts:
Â = Âx + α̂tdt, F̂ = F̂x + ϕ̂t ∧ dt, Âx
(
∂
∂t
)
= F̂x
(
∂
∂t
)
= 0. (2.16)
Partial flatness means ϕt = 0, and we can compute
δA :=
∂
∂t
Â(t)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
= dxα̂t + [Âx , α̂t]
∣∣∣∣
t=0
=: dxα+ [A,α], (2.17)
and we recover the usual form of infinitesimal gauge transformations.
2.2. Limitations of conventional higher gauge theories
A particularly nice feature of Cartan’s description of gauge potentials in terms of morphisms
of differential graded algebras is its generality: one can easily replace both the domain and the
codomain with more general differential graded algebras. In this paper, we are interested in
more general domains [14, 22]; see e.g. [23] for more general codomains.
An obvious generalization of the source CE(g) is obtained by replacing the graded vector
space g[1] by a more general, Z-graded vector space
E =
⊕
i∈Z
Ei, (2.18)
again endowed with a nilquadratic vector field Q of degree 1. The resulting differential graded
algebras are the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebras of L∞-algebras.10 These are graded vector
spaces L = E[−1] together with a set of higher products
μi : L
∧i → L (2.19)
of degree |μi| = 2 − i. The explicit form of the higher products can be derived from QCE; see
appendix A for explicit formulas and our conventions. Because Q2 = 0, the higher products μi
satisfy a generalization of the Jacobi identity, the homotopy Jacobi identity; see appendix A.
If L is an L∞-algebra with underlying graded vector space of the form
L = L−n+1 ⊕ L−n+2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L−1 ⊕ L0, (2.20)
we say that L is an n-term L∞-algebra; it is a model of a Lie n-algebra. We call an L∞-algebra
strict if μi = 0 for i  3.
Morphisms of differential graded algebras from the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra CE(L)
of an L∞-algebra L to the Weil algebra W(U) of a patch U of some manifold yield flat higher
connections. General connections can be described by morphisms from the Weil algebra ofL to
W(U). The definition of the Weil algebra of an L∞-algebra is a straightforward generalization
of the Weil algebra of a Lie algebra:
W(L) :=
(
•(L[1]∗ ⊕ L[2]∗), QW
)
, QW :=QCE + σ, (2.21)
where σ is the trivial extension of the shift isomorphism L[1]∗ → L[2]∗ to L[1]∗ ⊕ L[2]∗
and further, as a derivation, to •(L[1]∗ ⊕ L[2]∗), and where QCE is the extension of the
Chevalley–Eilenberg differential by the rule QCEσ := − σQCE.
10 Generalizing E to a vector bundle directly yields Chevalley–Eilenberg algebras of L∞-algebroids.
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For definiteness, consider a Lie 2-algebra L = L−1 ⊕ L0. Morphisms of differential graded
algebras W(L) → W(U), where U is a local patch of some manifold M, encode the following
kinematical data:
A ∈ Ω1(U) ⊗ L0, (2.22a)
B ∈ Ω2(U) ⊗ L−1, (2.22b)
F = dA +
1
2
μ2(A, A) + μ1(B) ∈ Ω2(U) ⊗ L0, (2.22c)
dF = −μ2(A, F) + μ1(H),
H = dB + μ2(A, B) +
1
3!
μ3(A, A, A) ∈ Ω3(U) ⊗ L−1, (2.22d)
dH = −μ2(A, H) + μ2(F, B) −
1
2
μ3(A, A, F).
The infinitesimal gauge transformations are again induced by partially flat infinitesimal homo-
topies between two morphisms of differential graded algebras. Here, they are parametrized
by
(α,Λ) ∈ (Ω0(U) ⊗ L0) × (Ω1(U) ⊗ L−1) (2.23)
and read as
δA = dα− μ1(Λ) + μ2(A,α), (2.24a)
δB = dΛ + μ2(A,Λ) + μ2(B,α) −
1
2
μ3(A, A,α), (2.24b)
δF = μ2(F,α), (2.24c)
δH = μ2(H,α) + μ2(F,Λ) − μ3(F, A,α). (2.24d)
The commutator of two infinitesimal gauge transformations is
[δα+Λ, δα′+Λ′] = δμ2(α+Λ,α′+Λ′)+μ3(A,α+Λ,α′+Λ′) + μ3(F,α,α
′), (2.25)
and we have run into the following severe limitation. Gauge transformations only close if the
theory is abelian (and thus μi = 0 for i  2) or if the fake curvature11 F vanishes. The situation
is not improved by restricting to strict L∞-algebras (for which μi with i  3 vanishes), since
there the condition F = 0 reappears when composing finite gauge transformations.
Fake flatness also arises in the conventional definition of higher parallel transport; see e.g.
[7, 9]. Section 4.3 further discusses this point.
For all these reasons, fake flatness F = 0 is a fixed part of the conventional definition of
connections on principal 2-bundles in the literature, see [1–4].
The fake flatness condition F = 0 is now highly problematic due to the following theorem
[12]; see also [13] for a detailed analysis of the involved gauges:
Theorem 2.1. A connection on a non-abelian principal 2-bundle is locally gauge equivalent
to a connection on an abelian principal 2-bundle.
11 In a general higher gauge theory, a fake curvature is any curvature form other than the top form.
10
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This is somewhat surprising. Topologically, ordinary principal bundles are easily interpreted
as principal 2-bundles. A Lie group G is readily seen as a Lie 2-group, e.g. in the form of the
crossed module of Lie groups12 ∗→ G. The cocycles defining a principal 2-bundle with struc-
ture 2-group ∗→ G are precisely those of an ordinary principal bundle. As soon as we endow
the principal bundle with a connection, however, this embedding breaks; only flat principal
bundles can be 2-bundles.
We also note that the form of the gauge transformations of H makes it very hard to imagine
a covariant equation of motion. In particular, a non-abelian (2,0)-theory would involve the
self-duality equation in six dimensions; however, the equation H = 
H is not covariant unless
F = 0.
The above observations are not specific to kinematical data derived from Lie 2-algebras, but
rather constitute a generic feature of higher gauge theories; see e.g. the discussion of homotopy
Maurer–Cartan theory in [24]. Thus, higher gauge theory as conventionally defined is fake
flat and locally abelian. This is well-known in the context of BRST/BV quantization, where
these higher gauge theories lead to an ‘open’ complex, which closes only modulo equations of
motion.
2.3. Examples of adjusted Weil algebras
The problems outlined in the previous section can be eliminated for some gauge L∞-algebras
by deforming their Weil algebras. This deformation was first discussed in the context of the
string Lie 2-algebra in [14, 15]; see also [12, 25].
Given an L∞-algebraL, the Weil algebra W(L) projects onto the Chevalley–Eilenberg alge-
bra CE(L). We call a deformation Wadj(L) of W(L) an adjusted Weil algebra [12], if the
underlying graded algebra is isomorphic to W(L), the projection onto the Chevalley–Eilenberg
algebra is not deformed, and the resulting BRST complex is closed. The last condition amounts
to closure of the gauge transformations without any restriction on gauge parameters or gauge
fields.
This deformation to an adjusted Weil algebra can already be motivated on purely algebraic
grounds: the Weil algebra contains the vector space of invariant polynomials, whose definition
is only compatible with quasi-isomorphism13 after the deformation; see [12].
Skeletal model of the string 2-algebra. As a first example, consider the skeletal string Lie
2-algebra
stringsk(g) = (R
μ1−−→g)
r
μ1−→0
(2.26)
for some metric Lie algebra14 g with
μ2 : g ∧ g→ g, μ2(a1, a2) = [a1, a2], (2.27a)
μ3 : g ∧ g ∧ g→ R, μ3(a1, a2, a3) = 〈a1, [a2, a3]〉 , (2.27b)
where 〈−,−〉 : g× g→ R denotes the invariant metric on g. Let eα be a basis of g and f αβγ and
καβ be the structure constants and the components of the metric, respectively. The unadjusted
Weil algebra is generated by coordinate functions tα, r of degrees 1 and 2 respectively on L[1]
12 See appendix B for definitions.
13 This is the appropriate notion of isomorphism here; see appendix F.
14 A metric Lie algebra is a Lie algebra equipped with a nondegenerate (but not necessarily positive-definite) bilinear
form 〈−,−〉 that is invariant under the adjoint action.
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as well as their shifted copies t̂α = σtα and r̂ = σr of degrees two and three respectively. The
differential acts according to
QW : t
α → −1
2
fαβγ t
β tγ + t̂α, r → 1
3!
fαβγ t
αtβ tγ + r̂,
t̂α → − f αβγ tβ t̂γ , r̂ → −
1
2
fαβγ t
αtβ t̂γ ,
(2.28)
where fαβγ :=καδ f δβγ . An adjusted form of this Weil algebra which we shall denote by
Wadj(stringsk(g)) has (by definition) the same generators, but the differential QWadj acts as
QWadj : t
α → −1
2
fαβγ t
β tγ + t̂α, r → 1
3!
fαβγ t
αtβ tγ − καβ tα t̂β + r̂,
t̂α → − f αβγ tβ t̂γ , r̂ → καβ t̂α t̂β.
(2.29)
The kinematical data for a gauge theory on a local patch U is then given by
A ∈ Ω1(U) ⊗ g, (2.30a)
B ∈ Ω2(U), (2.30b)
F := dA +
1
2
[A, A] ∈ Ω2(U) ⊗ g, dF + [A, F] = 0, (2.30c)
H := dB − 1
3!
μ3(A, A, A) + 〈A, F〉 ∈ Ω3(U), dH − 〈F, F〉 = 0 (2.30d)
with gauge transformations
δA = dα+ μ2(A,α), (2.31a)
δB = dΛ + 〈α, F〉 − 1
2
μ3(A, A,α), (2.31b)
δF = −μ2(F,α), (2.31c)
δH = 0, (2.31d)
where α ∈ Ω0(U) ⊗ g and Λ ∈ Ω1(U) parametrize infinitesimal gauge transformations. The
commutator of two gauge transformations now closes as expected, and the BRST complex of
these fields is indeed closed; see [12]. Moreover, writing down covariant field equations for H
has become easier.
Such connections arise naturally in the context of heterotic supergravity, as well as in non-
abelian self-dual strings and six-dimensional superconformal field theories [12, 16, 17]. For
references to the original literature on string structures and a detailed explanation of their
relevance, see also [17].
Loop model of the string 2-algebra. Since we wish to discuss parallel transport, we
need finite descriptions of gauge transformations and their actions. The skeletal model
is not a strict L∞-algebra, and hence not well suited for integration. It is more con-
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venient to work with the loop model, which is quasi-isomorphic15 to the skeletal
model:
stringlp(g) = (L̂0g
μ1−−→P0g) (2.32)
(λ, r)
μ1−→λ
where P0g and L0g are based path and loop spaces, respectively, of g and L̂0g = L0g⊕ R is the
vector space underlying the Lie algebra obtained by the Kac–Moody extension; for technical
details see appendix C. The loop model is a strict 2-term L∞-algebra (i.e. μi = 0 for i  3);
the unary product μ1 was given above, and the binary product μ2 is as follows:
P0g ∧ P0g→ P0g, (γ1, γ2) → [γ1, γ2], (2.33a)
P0g⊗ L̂0g[1] → L̂0g[1], (γ, (λ, r)) →
(
[γ,λ] , −2
∫ 1
0
dτ
〈
γ(τ ), λ̇(τ )
〉)
, (2.33b)
where −̇ labels the derivative with respect to the path or loop parameter.
The corresponding Weil algebra is generated by coordinate functions tατ , rατ , r0 as well as
their shifted counterparts. The differential QW acts as
tατ → −1
2
f αβγ t
βτ tγτ − rατ + t̂ατ , t̂ατ → − f αβγ tβτ t̂γτ + r̂ατ ,
rατ → − f αβγ tβτ rγτ + r̂ατ , r̂ατ → − f αβγ tβτ r̂γτ + f αβγ t̂βτ rγτ ,
r0 → 2
∫ 1
0
dτ καβ t
ατ ṙβτ + r̂0, r̂0 → 2
∫ 1
0
dτ καβ
(
tατ
˙
r̂βτ − t̂ατ ṙβτ
)
,
(2.34)
and here, an adjustment reads as
QWadj : t
ατ → −1
2
fαβγ t
βτ tγτ − rατ + t̂ατ , t̂ατ → − f αβγ tβτ t̂γτ + χατ (t, t̂) + r̂ατ ,
rατ → − f αβγ tβτ rγτ + χατ (t, t̂) + r̂ατ , r̂ατ → 0,
r0 → 2
∫ 1
0
dτ καβtατ ṙβτ + χ(ṫ, t̂) + r̂0 r̂0 → −χ(˙̂t, t̂),
(2.35)
where we introduced a function χ with components
χατ (t, t̂) := f αβγ (t
βτ t̂γτ − (τ )tβ1 t̂γ1), (2.36a)
χ(ṫ, t̂) := 2
∫ 1
0
dτ καβ ṫατ t̂βτ , (2.36b)
χ(˙̂t, t̂) := 2
∫ 1
0
dτ καβ ˙̂t
ατ t̂βτ , (2.36c)
and where (τ ) is an arbitrary smooth function  : [0, 1] → [0, 1] with (0) = 0 and (1) = 1.
The kinematical data encoded in a morphism Wadj(stringlp(g)) → W(U) is then
15 Quasi-isomorphism implies that the two models define physically equivalent kinematical data; see appendix F for
definitions.
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A ∈ Ω1(U) ⊗ P0g, (2.37a)
B ∈ Ω2(U) ⊗ L̂0g, (2.37b)
F := dA +
1
2
[A, A] + μ1(B), dF + [A, F] − μ1(χ(A, F)) = μ1(H), (2.37c)
H := dB + μ2(A, B) − χ(A, F), dH + χ(F, F) = 0 (2.37d)
with gauge transformations
δA = dα+ μ2(A,α) + μ1(Λ), (2.38a)
δB = dΛ + μ2(A,Λ) + μ2(α, B) − χ(α, F), (2.38b)
δF = −μ1(χ(α, F)) − μ2(F,α), (2.38c)
δH = 0, (2.38d)
where the gauge transformations are parametrized by elements
α ∈ Ω0(U) ⊗ P0g and Λ ∈ Ω1(U) ⊗ L̂0g (2.39)
and where χ is here the function
χ : P0g× P0g→ L̂0g
(γ1, γ2) →
(
[γ1, γ2] − (τ )∂([γ1, γ2]), 2
∫ 1
0
dτ〈γ̇1, γ2〉
)
. (2.40)
If we now look at just the transformations parametrized by α and trivial Λ, the various fields
transform under different P0G-representations, as a result of the adjustment. For example, H,
which before adjustment transformed under the adjoint representation of G, is now invariant.
Similarly, the fake curvature F now transforms differently, and the covariant derivative acts on
it as
dAF := dF + [A, F] − μ1(χ(A, F)), (2.41)
which can be seen from (2.37c). The 2-form potential B, which used to transform on its own,
now forms a multiplet with F, unlike in the unadjusted case16. This reflects the fact that the
adjustment of the Weil algebra requires an adjustment of the 2-crossed module (in which the
parallel transport functor takes value) encoding the representations.
The advantage of the crossed module of Lie algebras stringlp(g) over the 2-term L∞-algebra
stringsk(g) is now that it readily integrates to the crossed module of Lie groups
Stringlp,cm(G) = (L0G → P0G). (2.42)
The integration of stringsk(g) is much harder; see [26, 27].
The loop model of a Lie algebra. There is an interesting truncation in the loop model of the
string Lie 2-algebra, namely the 2-term L∞-algebra
glp := (L0g ↪→ P0g). (2.43)
16 After adjustment, the fake curvature F still transforms as a representation on its own, but B only forms a
representation together with F.
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This 2-term L∞-algebra is quasi-isomorphic to the Lie algebra g; see appendix F. Together
with the adjustment, it also allows us to interpret the connection on an ordinary principal fiber
bundle as a connection on a principal 2-bundle [16]. We can construct a glp-valued connection
(Alp, Blp) from a g-connection A ∈ Ω1(M) ⊗ g as
Alp = A(τ ), Blp =
1
2
[A, A]((τ ) − 2(τ )). (2.44)
Note that
Flp = dAlp +
1
2
[Alp, Alp] + t(Blp) = (τ )Fsk. (2.45)
Infinitesimal gauge transformations translate according to
αlp = αsk(τ ) and Λlp = [αsk, Ask]((τ ) − 2(τ )). (2.46)
Thus, gauge transformations are mapped to gauge transformations and gauge orbits are mapped
to gauge orbits. The inverse map is the endpoint evaluation map ∂ : P0g→ g:
Ask = ∂Alp and αsk = ∂αlp. (2.47)
We use both 2-term L∞-algebras stringlp(g) and glp as examples for our further discussion
leading to an adjusted parallel transport.
3. Weil algebras and inner derivations
The Weil algebra can be interpreted as the inner derivation 2-crossed module of Lie algebras,
and the exponentials of potentials and curvatures take values in the Lie 2-group corresponding
to this 2-crossed module. After we adjust the Weil algebra, we need to construct the corre-
sponding adjusted 2-crossed module and the Lie 2-group. This is a prerequisite to discussing
the parallel transport functor, which takes values in this 2-group.
3.1. Inner automorphisms of Lie groups
The Weil algebra W(g) of a Lie algebra g encodes a 2-term L∞-algebra with underlying graded
vector space g⊕ g[1], which is isomorphic to the 2-term L∞-algebra of inner derivations,
inn(g); see appendix E. The latter sits in the short exact sequence of graded vector spaces
(3.1)
For a Lie group G integrating g, this sequence is the infinitesimal version of the short exact
sequence of groupoids,
(3.2)
Here, G ⇒ G is the Lie group G, trivially regarded as a groupoid, while (G ⇒ ∗) = BG is
the one-object groupoid with G as the group of morphisms. Moreover, Inn(G) is the action
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groupoid of G onto itself by left-multiplication. This is a 2-group, the 2-group of inner auto-
morphisms of G. The embedding in the sequence (3.2) is in fact a morphism of Lie 2-groups,
while the second map is merely a groupoid morphism; the groupoid G ⇒ ∗ does not admit a
2-group structure unless G is abelian.
These structures have important topological interpretations. The geometric realization |BG|
of the nerve of BG is the classifying space of G. Applying the same operations to Inn(G),
we recover the universal bundle |EG| of G over |BG|. Also, the action groupoid Inn(G) =
(G  G ⇒ G) is equivalent to the trivial 2-group (∗ ⇒ ∗); equivalently, inn(g) = (g[1] id−−−→g)
is quasi-isomorphic to the 0-term L∞-algebra17. This corresponds to the universal bundle |EG|
being contractible.
3.2. Inner automorphisms of strict Lie 2-groups
The generalization to the case of a strict Lie 2-group is discussed in detail in [18]. The inner
automorphisms of a strict Lie 2-group G with corresponding crossed module of Lie groups
G cm = (H
t̃−−→G, ̃) form a Lie 3-group, which is conveniently encoded in the following 2-
crossed module18 of Lie groups (Inncm(G),, {−,−}):
Inncm(G) = (H
t−−→H  G t−−→G)
h
t−→ (h−1, t̃(h))
(h, g)
t−→ t̃(h)g
(3.3)
where the products and actions are evident, in particular
(h1, g1)(h2, g2) =
(
h1(g1 ̃ h2), g1g2
)
, (h1, g1)
−1 = (g−11 ̃ h−11 , g−11 ), (3.4)
and the Peiffer lifting is
{(h1, g1), (h2, g2)} = (g1g2g−11 ̃ h1)h−11 (3.5)
for all g1, g2 ∈ G and h1, h2 ∈ H.
There is now a higher analogue of sequence (3.2) involving 2-groupoids. The crossed
module of Lie groups G cm corresponds to a monoidal category G = (H  G ⇒ G) (see
equation (B.3)), which is trivially regarded as a strict 2-category with only identity 2-
morphisms. Moreover, Inncm(H
t̃−−→ G) corresponds to a monoidal 2-category Inn(G) encod-
ing a 3-group19. We present its globular structure for use in section 4.
17 By the minimal model theorem; see appendix F.
18 See again appendix B for the definition.
19 More precisely, a Gray group; see equation (B.11).
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Inn(G) :=
(
H  ((H  G)  G) ⇒ (H  G)  G ⇒ G
)
(3.6a)
(3.6b)
Finally, we have the 2-groupoid20
BG =
(
(H × G) ⇒ G ⇒ ∗
)
. (3.7)
These three 2-groupoids now fit in the short exact sequence
∗→ G Υ−−−→ Inn(G) Π−−−→ BG → ∗, (3.8a)
whose components are as follows:
(3.8b)
where the strict 2-functors Υ and Π are given by
Υ2 : (h, g) → (𝟙H, h, g, 𝟙G), Π2 : (h1, h2, g1, g2) → (h1, g2),
Υ1 : (h, g) → (h, g, 𝟙G), Π1 : (h, g1, g2) → g2,
Υ0 : g → g, Π0 : g → ∗. (3.8c)
Again, Υ is also a morphism of strict 3-groups.
At an infinitesimal level, G (and, more evidently, G cm) differentiates to the crossed module
of Lie algebras (h
t̃−−→g), where g and h are the Lie algebras of G and H. Its 2-crossed module
of inner derivations has the underlying complex [18]
inn(h
t̃−→g) = (h t−−→ h g t−−→ g),
b
t−→
(
−b, t̃(b)
)
(b, a)
t−→ t̃(b) + a
(3.9)
20 The component H × G in (3.7) is merely a manifold, not a Lie group, since BG is not a 3-group, but merely a
2-groupoid.
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with the g-actions
a  b := a ̃ b and a1  (b, a2) := (a1 ̃ b, [a1, a2]) (3.10)
and the usual Lie bracket on h g, viz.
[(b1, a1), (b2, a2)] :=
(
[b1, b2] + a1 ̃ b2 − a2 ̃ b1, [a1, a2]
)
, (3.11)
leading to the Peiffer lifting
{(b1, a1), (b2, a2)} := a2 ̃ b1 (3.12)
for all a1, a2 ∈ g, b1, b2 ∈ h.
The infinitesimal version of the short exact sequence of 2-groupoids (3.8) is the following
short exact sequence of graded vector spaces:
(3.13)
Every 2-crossed module of Lie algebras defines a strict 3-term L∞-algebra, while a strict
3-term L∞-algebra almost determines a 2-crossed module, with the missing data being the
antisymmetric part [[−,−]] of the Peiffer lifting {−,−}; see appendix D. Are there 2-crossed
modules corresponding to the unadjusted and adjusted Weil algebras? In both cases, the answer
is yes. The unadjusted Weil algebra corresponds to the inner derivation 2-crossed module; see
appendix E. The case of the adjusted Weil algebra is treated in section 3.5.
3.3. Simplification by coordinate transformation
It is convenient to slightly simplify the description of the inner automorphism 3-group and
related Lie 3-algebras. This does not change the definitions, but merely the descriptions.
In the semidirect product h g in the complex (3.9), we define the Lie subalgebras
h
′ := im t ⊆ h g, g′ := ker t ⊆ h g, (3.14)
which are isomorphic to h and g, respectively. The inner semidirect product h′  g′ equals the
whole Lie algebra h g. So we can use the primed coordinates to talk about h g = h′  g′.
This amounts to a coordinate transformation (or reparametrization) of h g to h′  g′,
(b, a) → (b′, a′) := (−b, a + t̃(b)), (3.15)
and it simplifies the differentials in the complex (3.9) as follows:
inn(h
t̃−→g) = (h t−−→ h′  g′ t−−→ g),
b
t−→ (b, 0)
(b, a)
t−→ a
(3.16)
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The changes to the 2-crossed module structure maps under this reparametrization are read-
ily derived; we merely note that the semidirect product structure is preserved. Under this
coordinate change, the presentations of the chain maps υ and π in (3.13) change to
(3.17)
At the finite level, i.e. the level of the 2-crossed module of Lie groups Inncm(G), we have
corresponding Lie closed subgroups
H′ := exp h′  H  G, G′ := expg′  H  G, (3.18)
and a corresponding reparametrization of H  G as H′  G′,
(h, g) → (h′, g′) := (h−1, t̃(h)g), (3.19)
leading to the normal complex
Inncm(G) = (H
t−−→ H′  G′ t−−→ G),
h
t−→ (h, 𝟙H)
(h, g)
t−→ g
(3.20)
The presentations of the functors in the short exact sequence (3.8) change in the obvious
manner; in particular,
Υ1 : (h, g) → (h−1, g, t̃(h)) and Π1 : (h, g1, g2) → t̃(h)g2. (3.21)
3.4. Example: loop model of a Lie algebra
Before treating the adjusted Weil algebra of the string Lie 2-algebra, we first consider the
simpler example of the adjusted and unadjusted Weil algebras of the 2-term L∞-algebra
glp := L0g
t−→ P0g, which is quasi-isomorphic to the Lie (1-)algebra g; see (F.2).
The Weil algebra W(glp) is generated by coordinate functions (tατ , rατ , t̂ατ , r̂ατ ), cf. the
similar parametrization of W(stringlp(g)) in (2.34). We first perform the reparametrization
explained in the previous section, which amounts to the coordinate change
(tατ , rατ , t̂ατ , r̂ατ ) → (tατ , rατ , t̃ατ , r̂ατ ) with t̃ατ = t̂ατ − rατ . (3.22)
This simplifies the differential of the unadjusted Weil algebra to
QW : tατ → −
1
2
fαβγ t
βτ tγτ + t̃ατ , t̃ατ → − f αβγ tβτ t̃γτ ,
rατ → − f αβγ tβτ rγτ + r̂ατ , r̂ατ → − f αβγ tβτ r̂γτ + f αβγ t̃βτ rγτ .
(3.23)
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The differential of the adjusted Weil algebra also simplifies to
QWadj : t
ατ → −1
2
fαβγ t
βτ tγτ + t̃ατ , t̃ατ → − f αβγ tβτ t̃γτ ,
rατ → fαβγ (tβτ t̃γτ − (τ )tβ1 t̃γ1) + r̂ατ , r̂ατ → 0.
(3.24)
We now focus on the adjusted Weil algebra, as the unadjusted case is trivially constructed
following the discussions in section 3.2 and appendix E. Dualization to a 3-term L∞-algebra
yields the complex of Lie algebras
Wadj(L0g→ P0g) = (L0g
μ1−−→ L0g′  P0g′
μ1−−→ P0g)
λ
μ1−−→ (λ, 0)
(λ, γ)
μ1−−→ γ
(3.25)
endowed with binary products
μ2: P0 g ∧ P0g→ P0g, (γ1, γ2) → [γ1, γ2], (3.26a)
P0g ∧ (L0g′  P0g′) → L0g′  P0g′, (γ1, (λ2, γ2)) → (−χ(γ1, γ2), [γ1, γ2]) ,
(3.26b)
P0g ∧ L0g→ L0g, (γ1,λ2) → 0, (3.26c)
(L0g′  P′0g)
×2 → L0g, ((λ1, γ1), (λ2, γ2)) → 0, (3.26d)
where
χ : P0 g× P0g→ L0g, (γ1, γ2) → [γ1, γ2] −  · ∂[γ1, γ2] (3.27)
is the projection of the Lie bracket of two paths to based loops.
Just as in the unadjusted case (see appendix E), the adjusted Weil algebra admits a lift to
a 2-crossed module. There are, in fact, two possible 2-crossed modules of Lie algebras. Both
options have the same underlying complex of graded vector spaces,
L0g
t−→ L0g⊕ P0g t−→ P0g, (3.28)
but their Lie brackets, induced by a choice of the antisymmetric parts of the Peiffer liftings
[[−,−]], differ.
The first option is fixed by imposing the ordinary Lie brackets on L0g and L0g P0g. This
determines the Peiffer brackets uniquely by (D.13a) and (D.13b), as μ1 : L0g→ L0g P0g is
injective. All other compatibility relations hold, and the required Peiffer bracket is
{(λ1, γ1), (λ2, γ2)} = [[(λ1, γ1), (λ2, γ2)]] = χ(λ1 + γ1,λ2 + γ2), (3.29)
leading to the 2-crossed module
innadj(glp) := (L0g
t−→ L0g P0g t−→ P0g). (3.30)
The two 2-crossed modules of Lie algebras inn(glp) and innadj(glp) are not isomorphic as 2-
crossed modules, but their underlying complexes of Lie algebras agree, including the Lie
brackets. They differ in the Peiffer lifting and the actions of P0g on L0g P0g and L0g.
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The second option arises from setting
{−,−} = [[−,−]] = 0, (3.31)
which is possible according to corollary D.5, since μ2 : (L0g P0g)∧2 → L0g vanishes. This
case is simpler, but it changes the Lie brackets of the components considerably. Let
◦
g denote
the abelian Lie algebra over the vector space g. Then this case corresponds to the 2-crossed
module of Lie algebras
L0
◦
g
t−→ L0
◦
g P0g
t−→ P0g. (3.32)
The Lie bracket on L0g vanishes by (D.13b), and the Lie bracket on L0g⊕ P0g also becomes
‘more abelian’ by (D.13a).
While both options are mathematically consistent, the second option ‘forgets’ the natural
structure of the path and loop spaces, and deviates too far from our original L∞-algebra. More
importantly, only the first option seems possible after we extend L0g to L̂0g for the string 2-
algebra; see section 3.5. Finally, it seems very significant that for the ‘correct’ option, the
antisymmetric part of the Peiffer lifting is precisely the map χ, required for adjusting the Weil
algebra, that also appears during the lifting of 3-term L∞-algebras to 2-crossed modules. This
fact hints at a deeper connection between [[−,−]] and χ.
We now integrate the 2-crossed module obtained from the first option21, which is essen-
tially straightforward22: we simply have to integrate the Lie algebras in each component of the
crossed module. The integration of the actions is then automatically compatible. A verification
of the successful integration is then the straightforward differentiation.
For example, the crossed module of Lie algebras glp integrates to the crossed module
of Lie groups Glp,cm = (L0G
t−−→P0G), with pointwise multiplication, pointwise action of
P0G on L0G and t being the embedding. Differentiation (by applying the tangent functor)
directly recovers glp. Correspondingly the 2-crossed module of Lie groups resulting from the
integration of innadj(glp) is
Innadj,cm(Glp) := (L0G
t−−→ L0G  P0G t−−→ P0G) (3.33)
with the given product structure and the evident pointwise P0G-actions. The Peiffer lifting is
fixed by the relation
t({h1, h2}) = h1h2h−11 (t(h1)  h−12 ), (3.34)
cf (B.10a), because t is injective. The fact that Innadj,cm(Glp) integrates innadj(glp) follows from
straightforward differentiation.
Without adjustment, we would have arrived at the 2-crossed module of Lie groups
Inncm(Glp). The difference between the latter and Innadj,cm(Glp) is seen from the difference of
the corresponding 2-crossed modules of Lie algebras: While the underlying normal complexes
21 The second option can also be straightforwardly integrated; this produces the 2-crossed module of Lie groups
(L0G → L0
◦
g  P0G → P0G), where the vector space L0
◦
g is now interpreted as an abelian Fréchet–Lie group.
22 While general 3-term L∞-algebras are very hard to integrate, there is no difficulty or obstruction to integrating
2-crossed modules of Lie algebras [28, theorem 10]. The fact that we deal with 2-crossed modules of Fréchet–Lie
algebras is not a problem, since all of the components, being path or loop algebras on the Lie algebra g, admit obvious
integrations to path or loop algebras on the Lie group G. See also [29] for more details on Fŕechet–Lie algebras
and groups. The only possible ambiguity is the usual one involving the center/fundamental group, which amounts to
consistently using the same integration G of the Lie algebra g.
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and the products in each degree agree, the Peiffer lifting and the action of P0G on L0G  P0G
and L0G are different. Since t : L0G → L0G  P0G is injective, the P0G-actions fix the Peif-
fer lifting. At the level of the corresponding monoidal 2-categories encoding the Gray groups
Inncm(Glp) and Innadj,cm(Glp), we thus encounter the same globular structure. Also, there is no
modification to the short exact sequence (3.8).
3.5. Adjusted inner derivations of the string Lie 2-algebra
We now readily construct the main example: the adjusted Weil algebras of the string Lie 2-
algebra stringlp(g) defined by the differential (2.35). The coordinate change (3.22) leads to the
differential graded algebra
QWadj : t
ατ → −1
2
fαβγ t
βτ tγτ + t̃ατ , t̃ατ → − f αβγ tβτ t̃γτ ,
rατ → fαβγ (tβτ t̃γτ − (τ )tβ1 t̃γ1) + r̂ατ , r̂ατ → 0,
r0 → 2
∫ 1
0
dτ καβ ṫατ t̃βτ + r̂0, r̂0 → −2
∫ 1
0
dτ καβ ˙̃tατ t̃βτ .
(3.35)
Dually, we have the 3-term L∞-algebras W
∗
adj(stringlp(g)) with cochain complex
(L̂0g
μ1−−→ L̂0g′  P0g′
μ1−−→P0g)
λ+ r
μ1−→ (λ+ r, 0)
(λ+ r, γ)
μ1−→ γ
(3.36)
which is endowed with the binary products μ2
P0g ∧ P0g→ P0g, (γ1, γ2) → [γ1, γ2], (3.37a)
P0g ∧ (L̂0g′  P0g′) → L̂0g′  P0g′, (γ1, (λ2 + r2, γ2)) → (−χ(γ1, γ2), [γ1, γ2]) , (3.37b)
P0g ∧ L̂0g→ L̂0g, (γ1,λ2 + r2) → 0, (3.37c)
(L̂0g′  P0g′)×2 → L̂0g, ((λ1 + r1, γ1), (λ2 + r2, γ2)) → −χ(γ1, γ2) − χ(γ2, γ1),
(3.37d)
where χ was defined in (2.40).23 The extension to a 2-crossed module of Lie algebras
innadj(L̂0g→ P0g) =
(
innadj(L̂0g→ P0g), t,, {−,−}
)
has underlying cochain complex of Lie algebras
innadj(L̂0g→ P0g) = (L̂0g t−−→ L̂0g′  P0g′ t−−→P0g)
λ+ r
t−→ (λ+ r, 0)
(λ+ r, γ)
t−→ γ
(3.38)
23 This χ is analogous to, but naturally different from, the χ in (3.27) used in section 3.4.
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with
[γ1, γ2]P0g = μ2(γ1, γ2), (3.39a)
[(λ1 + r1, γ1), (λ2 + r2, γ2)]L̂0gP0g = ([λ1,λ2] + [γ1,λ2] + [λ1, γ2], [γ1, γ2])
= (χ(λ1 + γ1,λ2 + γ2) − χ(γ1, γ2), [γ1, γ2]) , (3.39b)
[λ1 + r1,λ2 + r2]L̂0g = χ(λ1,λ2), (3.39c)
γ1  (λ2 + r2, γ2) = μ2 (γ1, (λ2 + r2, γ2)) , (3.39d)
γ1  (λ2 + r2) = 0, (3.39e)
{(λ1 + r1, γ1), (λ2 + r2, γ2)} = χ(λ1 + γ1,λ2 + γ2). (3.39f)
The Peiffer bracket is again precisely the function χ encoding the adjustment of the Weil alge-
bra. Unlike the case of glp in section 3.4, hereχ (and thus the Peiffer lifting {−,−}) is no longer
purely antisymmetric, due to a boundary term. The symmetric part of the Peiffer bracket corre-
sponds to the non-vanishing higher product μ2 : (L̂0g P0g)×2 → L̂g. The antisymmetric part
of the Peiffer bracket is the additional structure map [[−,−]] of the 2-crossed module of Lie
algebras.
Integrating innadj(stringlp(g)), we arrive at the 2-crossed module of Lie groups
Innadj,cm(Stringlp(G)) = (L̂0G
t−−→ L̂0G′  P0G′ t−−→ P0G)
(l, r)
t−→
(
(l, r), 𝟙P0G
)
((l, r), p)
t−→ p
(3.40)
The P0G-actions on the bases L0G and L0G  P0G of the principal U(1)-bundles L̂0G and
L̂0G  P0G are the same as in Innadj,cm(Glp). The P0G-action on the U(1)-fibers are the canoni-
cal ones as in the loop model of the string Lie 2-group. Explicit expressions are best constructed
indirectly, after trivializing the circle bundles24; see [29]. The Peiffer lifting is fixed by (B.10a):
{((l1, r1), p1) , ((l2, r2), p2)}
= ((l1, r1), p1) ((l2, r2), p2) ((l1, r1), p1)−1
(
p1  ((p2, r2), p2)−1
)
, (3.41)
where all products are taken in the semidirect product L̂0G
′
 P0G
′.
The 3-group constructed from Innadj,cm(stringlp(G)) as in (B.11) is then
Innadj(stringlp(G)) =
(
L̂0G 
(
(L̂′0G  P0G
′)  P0G
)
⇒ (L̂0G′  P0G′)  P0G ) ⇒ P0G
)
(3.42a)
24 that is, the technique of constructing a nontrivial U(1)-bundle on a Fŕechet–Lie group G as a quotient of the trivial
U(1)-bundle on the path group P0G.
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with the following globular structure.
(3.42b)
We have a short exact sequence of 2-groupoids,
∗ −−→G Υ−−−→ Innadj(G) Π−−−→BG −−→∗, (3.43)
where the functorsΥ andΠ are again given by the obvious embedding and projection functors.
This is the adjusted analogue of (3.8). As complexes of globular sets, this complex is identical
to that in (3.8);25 in particular the presentation (3.8c), as well as the presentation (3.21) with
the reparametrization (3.16), continue to be valid after adjustment.
4. Parallel transport
We now discuss the main topic of this paper: the consistent definition of a higher, truly non-
abelian parallel transport. The key features are already visible over local patches, and gluing
the construction to a global one is, in principle, a mere technicality; see e.g. [30]. For clarity of
our discussion, we always work on local patches or, equivalently, a contractible manifold U.
4.1. Ordinary parallel transport and connections
The fact that the holonomies around all smooth loops encode a connection has been known in
the literature since at least the 1950s [31]. The picture we use is inspired by the treatment of
loops in [32] (see also [33]), and generalized to paths in [34] (see also [7]).
Let G be a Lie group. Parallel transport encoded in a connection on a principal G-bundle P
over the contractible manifold U amounts to an assignment of a group element g ∈ G to each
path γ : [0, 1] → U in the base manifold. Composition of paths translates to multiplication of
the corresponding group elements. The paths and points of the base manifold naturally combine
to the path groupoid PU. This is the category which has paths as morphisms, their endpoints
being the domains and the codomains. Since we can invert paths by reversing their orientation,
PU is indeed a groupoid26. Regarding G as the one-object groupoid BG = (G ⇒ ∗), we see
that parallel transport is precisely a functor
(4.1)
25 Of course, as 2-functors between 2-groupoids, the 2-functors Υ and Π in (3.43) are different from the 2-functors
Υ and Π in (3.8), simply because the (co)domains are inequivalent 2-groupoids. As we are not much concerned with
2-groupoids beyond their globular structure, however, we abuse notation and do not notate the two pairs differently.
26 For the detailed definition of PU, see appendix G.
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Given a connection in terms of a g :=Lie(G)-valued 1-form A on U, we can construct the
parallel transport functor as
Φ1(γ) = P exp
∫
γ
A ∈ G, (4.2)
where P exp(. . .) is the path-ordered exponential well-known in physics. Mathematically,
Φ1(γ) = g(1), where g is the (unique) solution g(t) to the differential equation27(
d
dt
g(t)
)
g(t)−1 = −ιγ̇(t)A(γ(t)), g(0) = 𝟙G, (4.3)
where ιγ̇(t) denotes the contraction with the tangent vector to γ at γ(t). Conversely, given a
functor Φ, the corresponding connection A ∈ Ω1(U) ⊗ g is obtained as follows. Let x ∈ U be
a point and v ∈ TxU a tangent vector at x. We choose a path γ[0, 1] → U such that γ( 12 ) = x
and γ̇( 12 ) = v. Just as any general path, γ gives rise to a function g(t) = Φ(γt) : [0, 1] → G,
where γ t is the truncation of γ at γ(t) (with appropriate reparametrization). We can then use
equation (4.3) and define
−ιvA(x) =
(
d
dt
g(t)
)
g(t)−1
∣∣∣∣
t= 12
, (4.4)
where A is independent of the choice of γ and the reparametrization in the truncation of
γ to γ t. Thus the parallel transport functor Φ contains exactly the same information as the
connection A.
Since connections correspond to functors, it is rather obvious that gauge transformations
correspond to natural transformations28,29. A natural transformation η : Φ ⇒ Φ̃ between two
functors of Lie groupoids Φ, Φ̃ : PU → BG is encoded in a function η : U → G such that
Φ̃1(γ) = η(γ(1))−1Φ1(γ)η(γ(0)) (4.5)
for each path γ. This is precisely the gauge transformation law for a Wilson line. Let A and Ã
be the connection 1-forms associated with Φ and Φ̃, respectively. The functions g(t) and g̃(t)
appearing in equation (4.3), are related by
g̃(t) = η(γ(t))−1g(t)η(γ(0)), (4.6)
and equation (4.3) for Ã induces then the usual gauge transformations,
Ã(x) = η(x)−1A(x)η(x) + η(x)−1dη(x). (4.7)
27 Given here for clarity for matrix Lie groups, the abstract analogue being evident.
28 In general, for functors between general categories, one distinguishes between natural transformations and natural
isomorphisms, where the latter is a natural transformation whose components are all isomorphisms. For functors
between groupoids, as in our case, all natural transformations are natural isomorphisms.
29 Gauge transformations can be thought of in two different but equivalent perspectives: the ‘physicist’s’, where the
gauge fields and Wilson lines are objects defined on the manifold that are acted upon by gauge transformations; and
the ‘mathematician’s’, where the gauge fields are invariant objects defined on the total space of principal bundles,
where the apparent gauge transformations correspond to different local trivializations of the pincipal bundle. In this
paper, we work with an already locally trivialized bundle, so that the formulas appear as actions of the gauge trans-
formations; but they can be equally well interpreted as the result of the gauge transformations’ changing the choice of
local trivialization.
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Altogether, the parallel transport functor is kinematically omniscient: it contains all infor-
mation about gauge configurations and gauge orbits.
4.2. Ordinary parallel transport and the derivative parallel transport functor
To see the curvature 2-form F = dA + 12 [A, A] of A arise from parallel transport, we trivially
extend Φ to a strict 2-functor Φ as follows. First, we extend the path groupoid PU to a path
2-groupoid P(2)U, whose objects are the points of U, whose 1-morphisms are the paths, and
whose 2-morphisms between two paths γ1, γ2 : x → y are bigons, i.e. surfaces bounded by
γ1 ◦ γ−12 .30 Similarly, we extend BG to
BInn(G) = (G  G ⇒ G ⇒ ∗), (4.8)
which is a 2-groupoid with one object ∗, over which we have the morphism 2-group Inn(G).
As explained in section 3.1, this is the action groupoid for the action of G onto itself by left-
multiplication with morphisms
g1g2
(g1,g2)−−−−−−→g2. (4.9)
Then we can construct the derivative parallel transport 2-functor31 [8], which is a strict 2-
functor
(4.10)
It assigns to each path γ an element Φ1(γ) = gγ in G and to each surface σ an element Φ(σ) =
(g1σ, g
2
σ) in G  G, as follows:
(4.11)
Compatibility with the domain and codomain maps dom, codom implies that
gγ1 = dom(Φ(σ)) = g
2
σ and gγ2 = codom(Φ(σ)) = g
1
σg
2
σ. (4.12)
Thus Φ(σ) is fully fixed by the gγ , and the strict 2-functor Φ is determined by the (1-)functor
Φ.
At an infinitesimal level, the additional data for surfaces encodes the curvature, and Φ being
determined byΦ amounts to a non-abelian version of Stokes’ theorem [8, section 3.2]. In terms
30 For technical details, see appendix G.
31 Not to be confused with the unrelated concept of derived functors in homological algebra.
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of the component fields A ∈ Ω1(U) ⊗ g and its curvature F ∈ Ω2(U) ⊗ g = dA + 12 [A, A], we
can write gγ and gσ as
(4.13)
The additional minus sign in front of the curvature F is explained in appendix E. The second
integral is a path-ordered integral over a path in path space, and is a Chen form as
described in appendix H. Briefly, we view σ as a path σ̌ on the space of paths between two
points on the boundary of σ, x0 and x1, and the 2-form F as a 1-form on the
space of paths between x0 and x1. Then
This is now of course equivalent to a differential equation on the path space.
Given a bigon σ : γ1 → γ2, since ∂σ = γ1 ∪ γ̄2, the globular identity
gγ1g
−1
γ2
= g−1σ (4.14)
becomes
(4.15)
where F = dA + 12 [A, A] is the ordinary curvature and
(4.16)
Conversely, we can recover the fields and curvatures from the derivative parallel transport
2-functor Φ. We have already explained how to recover A as above. As for F, since Φ assigns
elements of G to parametrized surfaces σ, i.e. paths σ̌ in the space of paths between x1 and x2,
we can do the same procedure as for A to recover the corresponding 1-form F̌ on path space,
and translate it to a 2-form F on U.
We now discuss gauge transformations. Just as for the plain parallel transport functor, we
should identify gauge transformations with natural transformations. The general notion of
2-natural transformations between 2-functors between 2-groupoids is that of pseudonatural
transformations32. A pseudonatural transformation η : Φ→ Φ̃ between two strict 2-functors
Φ, Φ̃ : P(2)U → BInn(G) is encoded in maps
η1 : P(2)U0 = U → G and η2 : P(2)U1 → G  G, (4.17)
32 For 2-natural transformations between 2-functors between general 2-categories, one distinguishes between lax
natural 2-transformations, whose component 2-cells need not be invertible, and weak natural 2-transformations or
pseudonatural transformations, whose component 2-morphisms must be invertible (but not necessarily trivial) by
definition; see e.g. [35]. However, for 2-groupoids, all 2-morphisms are invertible, and the two classes coincide.
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where P(2)U1 are the paths or 1-morphisms in P(2)U, such that for each path x1
γ←−x0, we have
the commuting diagram
(4.18)
implying that
η2(γ) =
(
η1(x1)Φ(γ)η−11 (x0)Φ̃
−1(γ), Φ̃(γ)η1(x0)
)
∈ G  G. (4.19)
The coherence axioms for a pseudonatural transformation are then automatically satisfied.
The additional freedom in the gauge transformations allows for a pseudonatural transfor-
mation η between any strict 2-functor Φ and the trivial strict 2-functor 𝟙
𝟙(x) = ∗, 𝟙(γ) = 𝟙G, 𝟙(σ) = (𝟙G, 𝟙G) (4.20)
for all x ∈ P(2)U0, γ ∈ P(2)U1 and γ ∈ P(2)U2. Explicitly, η is given by
η1(x) = 𝟙G and η2(γ) = (Φ(γ), 𝟙G). (4.21)
This transformation reflects the fact that Inn(G) is equivalent to the trivial 2-group and that
BInn(G) is equivalent to the trivial 3-groupoid.
We thus need to restrict the allowed gauge transformations in an obvious way. The short
exact sequence (3.2) leads to the following commutative diagram:
(4.22)
Furthermore, if we fix endpoints x0, x1 ∈ U, we can decategorify33 the above diagram, and add
a new functor Φcurv(x0, x1), which is a truncation of Φ(x0, x1) to surfaces only:
(4.23)
Here, G is regarded as the discrete category G ⇒ G. Note that the decategorification is nec-
essary because BBG does not make sense as a 2-category in general: there is no compati-
ble monoidal product for non-abelian G due to the Eckmann–Hilton argument. The functor
Φcurv(x0, x1) therefore does not extend to a 2-functor Φ : P(2)U → BBG:
33 In the sense of taking hom-categories, thus shifting 1-morphisms to be objects and 2-morphisms to be 1-morphisms.
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Clearly, we are only interested in transformations of Φ that originate from transformations
of Φ and which become trivial34 on Φcurv. That is, for any two derivative parallel transport
2-functors Φ, Φ̃ connected by such a transformation, we have
Φcurv(x0, x1) = Π ◦Φ(x0, x1) = Π ◦ Φ̃(x0, x1) = Φ̃curv(x0, x1). (4.24)
Equivalently, these natural transformations are rendered trivial by the whiskering35
(4.25)
This is simply achieved by demanding that η2 be trivial:
η2(γ) =
(
𝟙, Φ̃(γ)η(x0)
)
. (4.26)
Such natural transformations are known as strict 2-natural transformations.
4.3. Unadjusted higher parallel transport and connections
Higher-dimensional generalizations of parallel transport have been studied since the 1990s.
First discussions for higher principal bundles are found in [36]; appropriate higher path spaces
where discussed in [37]. The higher-dimensional parallel transport for abelian higher principal
bundles was then fully developed in [38–40]. The non-abelian extension was discussed in [3,
5, 6, 41] and further, in great detail, in the papers [7–9]; see also [42] for earlier considerations
and [43] for a recent discussion. We also need the structures underlying the higher parallel
transport along volumes, discussed in [28].
Let G be a strict Lie 2-group with underlying monoidal category (H  G ⇒ G) with
morphisms
t(h)g
(h,g)←−−− g ; (4.27)
the corresponding crossed module of Lie groups is G cm = (H
t−−→ G,), cf appendix B. Par-
allel transport over a local patch U with gauge 2-group G is then described by strict 2-functors
from the path 2-groupoid P(2)U to BG ,
(4.28)
34 This does not imply that the curvatures do not transform under gauge transformations.
35 Whiskering is the horizontal composition of a trivial 2-morphism, here idΠ : Π ⇒ Π in the higher category of 2-
groupoids, 2-functors and 2-natural isomorphisms, with another 2-morphism, here η.
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which assign to each path γ a group element gγ ∈ G and to each surface σ a group element
Φ(σ) = (hσ , gσ) ∈ H  G:
(4.29)
Compatibility with domain and codomain maps in the morphism categories amounts to
gγ1 = gσ and gγ2 = t(hσ)gσ. (4.30)
Let g and h be the Lie algebras of G and H, respectively. Then, the kinematical data consists
of fields
A ∈ Ω1(U) ⊗ g and B ∈ Ω2(U) ⊗ h (4.31)
and their relation to the parallel transport functor is given by
(4.32)
where is again a Chen form; see appendix H. Part of the data defining this Chen form
is the P0G-representation of B (which is part of the data of the crossed module L̂0G
t−→ P0G)
as well as the P0G-connection A.
In general, the globular structure of the codomain of the 2-functor (in this case, the crossed
module of Lie groups G) translate to (possibly non-abelian) Stokes’ theorems on the curva-
tures. In this case, the globular structure requires that the condition known as fake flatness
holds, namely
F = dA +
1
2
[A, A] + μ1(B) = 0. (4.33)
To derive this, one needs some technical setup. The crux of the argument, however, is simple
to describe. The identity
gγ1g
−1
γ2
= t(h−1σ ) (4.34)
for ∂σ = γ1 ∪ γ̄2 translates to
(4.35)
By the non-abelian Stokes’ theorem,
(4.36)
Since our closed surface was arbitrary, we get
dA +
1
2
[A, A] = −t(B), (4.37)
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and thus F := dA + 12 [A, A] + t(B) = 0. This sketch can be made rigorous [3] (see also [9])
using Chen forms; see appendix H for details.
In other words, the globular structure of the crossed module means that the parallel transport
2-functor induces a Stokes’ theorem that, unfortunately, renders all physical theories based on
it essentially abelian, as reviewed in section 2.2.
Gauge transformations between two strict 2-functors Φ, Φ̃ : P(2)U → BG are again given
by appropriate natural transformations, which are here the general pseudonatural transforma-
tions η : Φ→ Φ̃. These are encoded in maps
η1 : P(2)U0 = U → G and η2 = (η12, η22) : P(2)U1 → H  G, (4.38)
where P(2)U1 are the paths or 1-morphisms in P(2)U, such that for each path x1
γ←−x0, we have
the commutative diagram
(4.39)
We also have higher-order natural transformations (sometimes called modifications) between
the pseudonatural transformations η, η̃ : Φ ⇒ Φ̃; these correspond to the fact that the gauge
parameters themselves gauge-transform.
4.4. Unadjusted higher derivative parallel transport
To make the curvatures visible, we can again categorify once more and consider a strict 3-
functorΦ from the path 3-groupoidP(3)U to BInn(G). The path 3-groupoidP(3)U is the evident
extension of the path 2-groupoid P(2)U by adding 3-morphisms consisting of 3-dimensional
homotopies between pairs of bigons; for details see appendix G. The 3-groupoid BInn(G) has
one object and its morphism 2-category is Inn(G), as defined in section 3.2.
(4.40)
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Explicitly, the strict 3-functor Φ therefore amounts to assignments
(4.41)
where, using the reparametrization introduced in section 3.3,
Φ(γ) = gγ ∈ G, Φ(σ) = (hσ, g1σ, g2σ) ∈ (H′  G′)  G,
Φ(ρ) = (h1ρ, h
2
ρ, g
1
ρ, g
2
ρ) ∈ H 
(
(H′  G′)  G
) (4.42)
with
gγ1 = g
2
σ1
= g2σ2 , (4.43a)
gγ2 = g
1
σ1
gγ1 = g
1
σ2
gγ1 , (4.43b)(
hσ1 , g
1
σ1
, g2σ1
)
=
(
h2ρ, g
1
ρ, g
2
ρ
)
, (4.43c)(
hσ2 , g
1
σ2
, g2σ2
)
=
(
h1ρh
2
ρ, g
1
ρ, g
2
ρ
)
. (4.43d)
Now, hσ fixes h1ρ and h
2
ρ, and gγ fixes g
1
σ and g
2
σ, which in turn fix g
1
ρ and g
2
ρ. Altogether, the strict
3-functor Φ : P(3)U → BInn(G) is fully determined by the strict 2-functor Φ : P(2)U → BG .
In terms of the gauge potential and curvature forms (2.22), the 3-functor Φ can be
parametrized according to
gγ = P exp
∫
γ
A, (4.44a)
(4.44b)
(4.44c)
where F̃ :=F − μ1(B) = dA + 12 [A, A] is the ordinary Yang–Mills curvature. This assignment
is fixed by the mapping between the Weil algebra and the inner automorphism 2-crossed mod-
ule; see appendix E, which also explains the origin of the minus signs appearing in front of the
curvatures.
The Chen form (see appendix H) relating H to hρ is obtained by lifting H first to a 2-form
on path space using the G-connection A and then, further to a 1-form on surface
space. The last step requires that H form an H-representation, which is only the case if F = 0,
according to equation (2.24d). Under a H-gauge transformation parametrized by Λ, H mixes
with F, and cannot form an H-representation by itself. Fake flatness enters the picture yet again.
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Similarly, in defining we must require B to form a G-representation, which is only the
case if μ3(A, A,−) = 0 according to equation (2.24b).
The globular structure of BInn(G) now induces Stokes’ theorems as follows. Given a
1-morphism σ : γ1 → γ2 and a 2-morphism ρ : σ1 → σ2, we have the globular identities
gγ1g
−1
γ2
= g−1σ , hσ1h
−1
σ2
= h−1ρ , gσ1g
−1
σ2
= 𝟙. (4.45)
The first identity fixes
dA +
1
2
[A, A] = F̃ :=F − μ1(B). (4.46a)
The second and third translate to the identities
dAB = H, (4.46b)
dAF̃ = 0. (4.46c)
Equations (4.46a) and (4.46c) hold automatically; equation (4.46b), however, only holds if
1
3!μ3(A, A, A) = 0, according to equation (2.22d).
The derivative parallel transport 3-functor now fits into the following commutative diagram:
(4.47)
which makes it clear how gauge transformations should be defined. As in the case of ordi-
nary gauge theory, we can fix endpoints x0, x1 ∈ U and decategorify, considering the hom
2-categories. Then we can add the 2-functor Φcurv, which is a truncation of Φ to integrals of
field strengths only:
(4.48)
Gauge transformations are then 3-natural transformations Φ ⇒ Φ̃, which are general enough
to include the pseudonatural transformations of 2-categories, and whose induced 2-natural
transformations become trivial on the induced curvature 2-functors:
Φcurv(x0, x1) = Π ◦Φ(x0, x1) = Π ◦ Φ̃(x0, x1) = Φ̃curv(x0, x1). (4.49)
4.5. Adjusted higher parallel transport
Above, we saw that we have two equivalent definitions of parallel transport. For an ordinary
parallel transport based on a Lie group G over a contractible manifold U, we can use either
a functor Φ : PU → BG or a strict 2-functor Φ : P(2)U → BInn(G) with a restricted set of
(higher) natural isomorphisms. This picture clearly generalizes to higher categorifications36.
36 As remarked in the introduction, one should use simplicial models for the higher categories in order to avoid the
technicalities arising from higher coherence conditions.
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In the case of a strict gauge 2-group G = (H  G ⇒ G), the globular structure of the
2-crossed module Inn(G) induces fake flatness (4.37), which renders the theory essentially
abelian. We have seen before that an adjustment of the Weil algebra, if it exists, can remove
the necessity for fake flatness (4.37). The same is true in the case of higher parallel transport:
the adjusted Weil algebra leads to an adjusted 2-crossed module of Lie groups, whose adjusted
globular structure obviates the need for fake flatness.
Since we need an adjustment, we must start from a gauge 2-group that admits one. Adjusted
parallel transport for an adjustable crossed module of Lie groups G is then defined as a 3-
functor
Φadj : P(3)U → BInnadj(G), (4.50)
which is the analogue of the derivative parallel transport 3-functors. There is no analogue of
the 2-functor
Φ : P(2)U → BStringlp(G) (4.51)
for Φadj, unlike the other cases discussed so far in this section. This is as expected: adjustment
is crucial to the existence of a well-defined notion of non-abelian higher parallel transport,
and this is only visible at the level of the Weil algebra Wadj(Lie(G)) or, correspondingly, the
inner automorphism 2-group Innadj(G). It is, however, possible to truncate the 3-functor to a
2-functor sensitive only to the curvatures, and for every pair of endpoints x0, x1 ∈ U we have
a commutative diagram
(4.52)
where the bottom row is the short exact sequence (3.43). This diagram is the adjusted ana-
logue of diagram (4.47), without the nonexistent 2-functor Φ. Similarly to the previous cases,
the admissible gauge transformations are those natural transformations η : Φ→Φ that are
rendered trivial by the following whiskering.
(4.53)
To explain the 3-functor in more detail, let us focus on the archetypical example: (the
generalization of) the loop model of the string group,
Stringlp(G) =
(
L̂0G  P0G ⇒ P0G
)
with Lie(G) =
(
L̂0g→ P0g
)
, (4.54)
where G is a finite-dimensional Lie group whose Lie algebra g is metric37. The Weil algebra of
Lie(G) admits an adjustment as discussed in section 2.3, and thus G admits an adjusted 3-group
of inner automorphisms as explained in section 3.5. Other examples of 2-groups admitting and
37Thus, G admits a bi-invariant (pseudo-)Riemannian metric.
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adjustment can be treated similarly; in particular the discussion for the group Glp = (L0G 
P0G ⇒ P0G) discussed in section 3.4 follows by truncation.
The 3-functor (4.50) is then of the following form:
Φadj : P(3)U → BInnadj(Stringlp(G)), (4.55a)
with components consisting of the following maps:
(4.55b)
In terms of the fields (2.37) taking values in the adjusted Weil algebra, all components of
the 3-functor Φ can be covariantly defined:
gγ = P exp
∫
γ
A, (4.56a)
(4.56b)
(4.56c)
where F̃ is the ordinary Yang–Mills field strength
F̃ = F − μ1(B) = dA +
1
2
[A, A]. (4.57)
Notice that the field B does not form a P0G-representation by itself, which is similar to the
problem with H in the unadjusted case. Happily, in the 2-crossed module B occurs together
with F̃, and (B, F̃) does form a P0G-representation, which can be exponentiated. Also, now
H is gauge-invariant, so that there is no problem defining it. We do not have any freedom to
choose how to define the components of the parallel transport 3-functor; this is determined by
the mapping between the adjusted Weil algebra and the adjusted inner derivation 2-crossed
module.
It remains to check that the required Stokes’ theorems hold. The globular identities (4.45)
are unchanged from the unadjusted case and these correspond to the same Stokes’ theorems
(4.46), which we rewrite for clarity:
dA +
1
2
[A, A] = F̃ :=F − μ1(B), (4.58a)
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dA
(
B
−F̃
)
=
(
H
0
)
. (4.58b)
We write it thus to emphasize that B only forms a P0G-representation together with F̃. The first
is the non-abelian Stokes’ theorem as before, and one can easily check that the second equation
corresponds to the correct Bianchi identities (2.37c) and (2.37d) for the adjusted Weil algebra.
We make a few final remarks. The assignment (4.56) indeed defines a strict 3-functor; ver-
ifying functoriality mostly consists of drawing elaborate diagrams, meditating on them, and
concluding that they are trivial, especially since this 3-functor is strict. We leave this to the
vigilant reader with free time (much as Cervantes dedicates Don Quijote to the desocupado
lector).
Technically, our path 3-groupoids are equivalence class of paths, surfaces, and volumes
under thin homotopy, which are homotopies of ‘zero volume’ (see appendix G). Once we grant
that the 3-functors are well-defined without this quotienting, a transformation by thin homotopy
corresponds to a parallel transport along a zero-volume homotopy, which are given by the
integral of the relevant curvatures, but this vanishes because the volume is zero. (In the case of
the top curvature H, one uses the Bianchi identity (2.37d) for it.)
In retrospect, the assertion of [3] that fake flatness is required for thin homotopy invariance
was but an avatar of the fact that, without adjustment, gauge transformations only close if fake
curvature vanishes. In the adjusted case, this defect is absent.
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Appendix A. L∞-algebras
In this appendix, we give definitions for L∞-algebras and explain our conventions. We only
need to work over the field of real numbers. The original references on L∞-algebras are
[44–46]; we follow the conventions in [24], which may also be helpful.
An L∞-algebra L consists of a Z-graded38 vector space
L = · · · ⊕ L−2 ⊕ L−1 ⊕ L0 ⊕ L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ · · · (A.1)
equipped with a set of i-ary multilinear totally graded-antisymmetric operations or higher
products
μi : L∧i → L (A.2)
for each positive integer i, of degree |μi| = 2 − i, that satisfy the homotopy Jacobi identities
∑
i+ j=n
∑
σ∈Si| j
χ(σ; a1, . . . , an)(−1) jμ j+1(μi(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(i)), aσ(i+1), . . . , aσ(n)) = 0. (A.3)
38 In this paper, all L∞-algebras used are graded in nonpositive integers only.
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Here, the unshuffles Si|j consist of permutations of i + j elements in which the first i and last j
elements are ordered and χ(σ; a1, . . . , an) is the Koszul sign
a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an = χ(σ; a1, . . . , an)aσ(1) · · · aσ(n). (A.4)
The rather involved identities (A.3) are in fact simply an alternative way of writing the
nilquadraticity of the homological vector field Q of the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra. To trans-
late between both, let τA be a basis of L and ξ
A dual coordinate functions on E = L[1]. Then
Q(ξA ⊗ τA) = −
∑
i1
1
i!
μi
(
ξA1 ⊗ τA1 , . . . , ξAi ⊗ τAi
)
= −
∑
i1
1
i!
ζ(A1, . . . , Ai)ξA1 · · · ξAi ⊗ μi
(
τA1 , . . . , τAi
)
,
(A.5)
where the Koszul sign ζ(A1, . . . , Ai) = ±1 arises from permuting odd elements ξA j past odd
elements τAk or taking them out of odd higher products μk. Expanding Q
2 = 0 then reproduces
the homotopy Jacobi identities (A.3).
A strict L∞-algebra, such as the loop model of the string Lie 2-algebra, is one in which
μi = 0 for i  3. That is, it is simply a differential graded Lie algebra, and the formidable
homotopy Jacobi identities (A.3) simply reduce to the following:
 the differential μ1 is nilquadratic;
 the differential μ1 acts as a graded derivation with respect to the graded bracket μ2;
 the graded bracket μ2 satisfies the Jacobi identity.
Appendix B. Categorified groups and hypercrossed modules
Below, we describe Lie 2- and 3-groups in terms of (1-)crossed modules and 2-crossed modules
of Lie groups, which are special cases of hypercrossed modules.
Crossed modules. Crossed modules of Lie groups provide particularly accessible and work-
able definitions of strict Lie 2-groups. Since every Lie 2-group is categorically equivalent to a
strict Lie 2-group [47, proposition 45], crossed modules are sufficient for most purposes.
A crossed module of Lie groups is a pair of Lie groups, together with a group homomor-
phism t,
H
t−−→G (B.1)
and a smooth action  of G on H by automorphisms such that t is a G-homomorphism and the
Peiffer identity holds:
t(g  h1) = gt(h1)g−1 and t(h1)  h2 = h1h2h−11 (B.2)
for all g ∈ G and h1, h2 ∈ H.
Any crossed module of Lie groups encodes a strict Lie 2-group in the sense of [47], which
is a strict monoidal category with strictly invertible objects and morphisms. In particular, the
crossed module (H t−−→G) gives rise to the monoidal category
C (H
t−→ G) := (H  G ⇒ G) (B.3)
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with morphisms and structure maps
t(h)g
(h,g)←− g, (h1, t(h2)g) ◦ (h2, g) = (h1h2, g),
idg = (𝟙H, g), (h1, g1) ⊗ (h2, g2) = (h1(g1  h2), g1g2) .
(B.4)
Inversely, any Lie 2-group encoded by a monoidal category G gives rise to a crossed module
of Lie groups G cm.
Applying the tangent functor to a crossed module and restricting to the units in H and G, we
arrive at the notion of a crossed module of Lie algebras. This is a pair of Lie algebras together
with a Lie algebra homomorphism t,
h
t−−→g (B.5)
and a representation  of g on h such that
t(a  b1) = [a, t(b1)] and t(b1)  b2 = [b1, b2] (B.6)
for all a ∈ g and b1, b2 ∈ h.
2-Crossed modules. There are several, obvious categorifications of crossed modules of Lie
groups. Here, we focus on 2-crossed modules [48, 49], which encode semistrict Lie 3-groups
called Gray groups, i.e. Gray groupoids with a single object; see [50].
A 2-crossed module of Lie groups is a triple of Lie groups, arranged in the normal complex
L t−−→ H t−−→ G, (B.7)
and endowed with smooth G-actions on H and L by automorphisms such that the maps t are
G-equivariant:
t(g  ) = g  t() and t(g  h) = gt(h)g−1 (B.8)
for all g ∈ G, h ∈ H, and  ∈ L. The Peiffer identity of crossed modules of Lie groups is vio-
lated, but this violation is controlled by the Peiffer lifting, which is a G-equivariant smooth map
{−,−} : H × H → L, (B.9)
satisfying the following relations:
t({h1, h2}) = h1h2h−11 (t(h1)  h−12 ), (B.10a)
{t(1), t(2)} = 12−11 −12 , (B.10b)
{h1h2, h3} = {h1, h2h3h−12 }(t(h1)  {h2, h3}), (B.10c)
{h1, h2h3} = {h1, h2}{h1, h3}{〈h1, h3〉−1, t(h1)  h2}, (B.10d)
1
(
t(h1)  −11
)
= {t(1), h1}{h1, t(1)} (B.10e)
for all hi ∈ H and i ∈ L.
Given a 2-crossed module of Lie groups L → H → G, we can construct a monoidal
2-category
C (L → H → G) := (L  H  G ⇒ H  G ⇒ G), (B.11a)
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whose globular structure is
(B.11b)
see e.g. [50, section 1.4]. Shifting the degrees of all morphisms by one, we define the
3-groupoid B(C (L → H → G)), which is a Gray groupoid.
Conversely, given a monoidal 2-category G encoding a 3-group, we denote the correspond-
ing 2-crossed module of Lie groups by G cm.
The infinitesimal counterpart of a 2-crossed module of Lie groups is a 2-crossed module of
Lie algebras, which consists of a triple of Lie algebras arranged in the complex
l
t−−→ h t−−→ g. (B.12)
Additionally, we have g-actions  onto h and l by derivations. The maps t are equivariant with
respect to these actions,
t(a  c) = a  t(c) and t(a  b) = [a, t(b)] (B.13)
for all a ∈ g, b ∈ h, and c ∈ l. The violation of the Peiffer identity is controlled by a differential
version of the Peiffer lifting, which is a g-equivariant bilinear map
{−,−} : h× h→ l, (B.14)
which also satisfies the following relations:
t({b1, b2}) = [b1, b2] − t(b1)  b2, (B.15a)
{t(c1), t(c2)} = [c1, c2], (B.15b)
{b1, [b2, b3]} = {t({b1, b2}), b3} − {t({b1, b3}), b2}, (B.15c)
{[b1, b2], b3} = t(b1)  {b2, b3}+ {b1, [b2, b3]} − t(b2)  {b1, b3} − {b2, [b1, b3]},
(B.15d)
−t(b1)  c1 = {t(c1), b1}+ {b1, t(c1)} (B.15e)
for all b1, b2, b3 ∈ h and c1, c2 ∈ l.
Given a 2-crossed module of Lie algebras l
t−−→h t−−→g, the subcomplexes l t−−→h with
action
b  c := − {t(c), b}, b ∈ h, c ∈ l (B.16)
as well as t(l)\h t−−→g with the unmodified action of g on t(l)\h also form crossed modules of
Lie algebras.
We explain the relationship between Lie 1-, 2-, and 3-algebras and certain hypercrossed
modules of Lie algebras in appendix D.
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Appendix C. Path and loop groups
The construction of the strict 2-group model of the string group [29] requires a particular tech-
nical choice of path groups and loop groups. In short, path groups are smooth and based; loop
groups are based, and consist of loops that are smooth everywhere except at the base point,
where they are merely continuous.
Given a finite-dimensional Lie group G, the path group P0G is the Fréchet–Lie group of
smooth paths γ : [0, 1] → G such that γ(0) = 𝟙G. The group operation is pointwise multipli-
cation. The loop group L0G is the subgroup of those paths γ such that γ(0) = γ(1). We do not
require any further smoothness at the base point. Thus there is a non-split short exact sequence
∗→ L0G → P0G ∂−→G → ∗, (C.1)
where ∂ : P0G → G is the endpoint evaluation map. Given the Lie algebra g of G, the cor-
responding Lie algebras are P0g and L0g, with obvious definitions and the corresponding
non-split short exact sequence
∗→ L0g→ P0g ∂−→g→ ∗. (C.2)
The Fréchet–Lie group L̂0G is the usual Kac–Moody central extension of L0G. Its Lie
algebra is
L̂0g = L0g⊕ R, (C.3)
where R is the 1-dimensional abelian Lie algebra and ⊕ is a direct sum of Lie algebras. While
at the level of Lie algebras L̂0g is just a trivial direct sum, at the level of Lie groups L̂0G is a
nontrivial principal U(1)-bundle over L0G. We thus have the exact sequences
∗→ U(1) → L̂0G → P0G ∂−→G → ∗ (C.4)
and
∗→ R→ L̂0g→ P0g ∂−→g→ ∗. (C.5)
Appendix D. Strict Lie 3-algebras and 2-crossed modules of Lie algebras
Semistrict Lie 3-algebras can be described both by 2-crossed modules of Lie algebras as well as
3-term L∞-algebras. For our purposes, the precise relation between these is important. Because
we could not find the relevant statements in the literature, we give them below.
We first mention the comparison theorems between n-term L∞-algebras and (n − 1)-crossed
modules of Lie algebras for n  2:
Theorem D.1. A 1-term L∞-algebra is the same thing as a 0-crossed module of Lie algebras
(i.e. a Lie algebra).
Proof. Trivial. 
Theorem D.2. A strict 2-term L∞-algebra is the same thing as a (1-)crossed module of Lie
algebras.
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Proof. Given a strict Lie 2-algebra
L =
(
L−1
μ1−−→L0
)
, (D.1)
we can construct the crossed module of Lie algebras
h
t−→ g
b
t−→ μ1(b)
(D.2)
with g = L0 and h = L−1 and
[a1, a2]g = μ2(a1, a2), a1  b1 = μ2(a1, b1), [b1, b2]h = μ2(μ1(b1), b2)
(D.3)
for all a1, a2 ∈ g and b1, b2 ∈ h. The inverse construction is also evident. 
The next step up in the categorification process turns out to be a bit more complicated.
Theorem D.3. The complex of Lie algebras underlying a 2-crossed module of Lie algebras
comes with a strict 3-term L∞-algebra structure.
Proof. Given a 2-crossed module of Lie algebras
(l
t−−→h t−−→g,, {−,−}), (D.4)
there is a strict 3-term L∞-algebra
L= (L−2
μ1−−→L−1
μ1−−→L0),
c
μ1−→ t(c)
b
μ1−→ t(b)
(D.5)
where L−2 = l and L−1 = h and L0 = g, with non-trivial higher products
μ2(a1, a2) := [a1, a2]g, (D.6a)
μ2(a1, b1) := a1  b1, (D.6b)
μ2(a1, c) := a1  c, (D.6c)
μ2(b1, b2) := − {b1, b2} − {b2, b1} (D.6d)
for all a1, a2 ∈ g, b1, b2 ∈ h, and c ∈ l. One readily verifies that the homotopy Jacobi identity
is satisfied for these higher products, as in table D1. 
Theorem D.4. A strict Lie 3-algebra L = L−2 ⊕ L−1 ⊕ L0 equipped with a choice of
graded-symmetric (i.e. antisymmetric) bilinear map
[[−,−]] : L−1 × L−1 → L−2 (D.7a)
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Table D1. Proof that a 2-crossed module of Lie algebras defines an L∞-algebra.
2-crossed module Homotopy Jacobi identity
t ◦ t = 0 μ1(μ1(L−2))
g-equivariance of map t : h→ g μ2(L0,μ1(L−1))
g-equivariance of map t : l→ h μ2(L0,μ1(L−2))
Symmetric part of (B.15a) μ2(μ1(L−1),L−1)
(B.15e) μ2(μ1(L−1),L−2)
Jacobi identity for g Lie bracket μ2(μ2(L0,L0),L0)
g-action on h μ2(μ2(L0,L0),L−1)
g-action on l μ2(μ2(L0,L0),L−2)
Symmetric part of g-equivariance of Peiffer lifting μ2(μ2(L−1,L−1),L0)
which satisfies the identities
[[b2,μ2(b3,μ1(b1))]] − [[b3,μ2(b2,μ1(b1))]] + μ2(μ1(b1), [[b2, b3]]) = 0,
[[b1,μ1([[b2, b3]])]] − [[b2,μ1([[b1, b3]])]] + [[b3,μ1([[b1, b2]])]]
−1
4
μ2(b1,μ2(b2,μ1(b3))) +
1
4
μ2(b3,μ2(b2,μ1(b1))) = 0
(D.7b)
for all b1, b2, b3 ∈ L−1 comes with the structure of a 2-crossed module on its underlying
graded vector space, where the Peiffer lifting reads as
{b1, b2} = [[b1, b2]] −
1
2
μ2(b1, b2) (D.8)
for all b1, b2 ∈ L−1.
Proof. Given a 3-term L∞-algebra L = L−2 ⊕ L−1 ⊕ L0, we construct the complex under-
lying the 2-crossed module of Lie algebras
(l
t−−→h t−−→g,, {−,−}) (D.9)
with
l = L−2, h = L−1, g = L0, and t = μ1. (D.10)
The Lie bracket on g is given by
[−,−]g = μ2 : g ∧ g→ g, (D.11)
and the actions of g on h and l read as
a  b :=μ2(a, b) and a  c :=μ2(a, c) (D.12)
for a ∈ g, b ∈ h, c ∈ l. The Peiffer lifting (D.8) fixes the Lie brackets on h and l as
[b1, b2]h :=μ1([[b1, b2]]) +
1
2
(μ2(μ1(b1), b2) − μ2(μ1(b2), b1)) , (D.13a)
[c1, c2]l := {μ1(c1),μ2(c2)} = [[μ1(c1),μ1(c2)]] (D.13b)
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for all b1, b2 ∈ h and c1, c2 ∈ l. Straightforward but lengthy algebraic computations show that
these structures satisfy the axioms of a 2-crossed module of Lie algebras (B.15) if and only if
(D.7b) are satisfied. 
Corollary D.5. Under the correspondence given by theorems D.3 and D.4, the class of 2-
crossed modules of Lie algebras with vanishing Peiffer lifting corresponds precisely to the
class of 3-term L∞-algebras with vanishing μ2 : L−1 ∧ L−1 → L−2.
Proof. This follows from theorems D.3 and D.4 with the observation that in these cases, the
identities (D.7b) are trivial. 
Altogether, we conclude that 2-crossed modules of Lie algebras readily restrict to strict 3-
term L∞-algebras, but strict 3-term L∞-algebras can only be extended to 2-crossed modules,
if they allow for maps (D.7).
Appendix E. Inner derivations and the Weil algebra
Conceptually, the Weil algebra of a Lie n-algebra and the inner derivation n-crossed module of
the Lie n-algebra are similar: both involve doubling the number of generators, with augmented
degree, so as to be ‘topologically (or cohomologically) trivial’. In this appendix, we show that,
under the comparison theorems of appendix D, the two are in fact precisely the same, for n  2.
First, we review the case for n = 1.
Theorem E.1. Given a Lie algebra g, the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra of the 2-term L∞-
algebra corresponding to the crossed module of Lie algebras inn(g) is isomorphic to W(g).
Proof. The Lie 2-algebra corresponding to the inner derivation crossed module inn(g) is
g[1]
id−−−→g with binary products
μ2(a1, a2) = [a1, a2] and μ2(a1, â2) = [a1, â2], (E.1)
for all a1, a2 ∈ g and â1, â2 ∈ g[1]. With respect to some basis, its Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra
is generated by elements wα ∈ g[1]∗ and ŵα ∈ g[2]∗ and comes with the differential Qinn
acting on the generators according to
Qinn : v
α → −1
2
fαβγv
βvγ − v̂α, v̂α → − f αβγvβv̂γ , (E.2)
where fαβγ are the structure constants of g.
On the other hand, the Weil algebra W(g) is generated by elements tα ∈ g[1]∗ and t̂α ∈ g[2]∗
and the differential acts as
QW : tα → −
1
2
fαβγ t
β tγ + t̂α, t̂α → − f αβγ tβ t̂γ. (E.3)
Comparing the action of the two differentials, it is obvious that
vα → tα, v̂α → −t̂α (E.4)
yields an isomorphism (or strict dual quasi-isomorphism) of differential graded algebras. 
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The previous theorem categorifies for Lie 2-algebras.
Theorem E.2. Given a crossed module of Lie algebras (h t̃−−→g, ̃), the Cheval-
ley–Eilenberg algebra of the strict 3-term L∞-algebra obtained as in theorem D.3 from the
2-crossed module of Lie algebras inn(h
t̃−−→g) is isomorphic to the Weil algebra of h t̃−−→g.
Proof. Theorem D.3 yields the following Lie 3-algebra for inn(h t̃−−→g):
(h
μ1−−→ h g μ1−−→ g),
b
μ1−→ (−b, t̃(b))
(b, a)
μ1−→ t̃(b) + a
(E.5a)
with binary products given by
μ2(a1, a2) = [a1, a2], μ2 ((b1, a1), (b2, a2)) = −
(
a2 ̃ b1 + a1 ̃ b2
)
,
μ2 (a1, (b2, a2)) =
(
a1 ̃ b2, [a1, a2]
)
, μ2(b1, a1) = a1 ̃ b1
(E.5b)
for all a1, a2 ∈ g and b1, b2 ∈ h. Its Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra is generated by elements
vα ∈ g[1]∗, (wa, v̂α) ∈ (h g)[2]∗, ŵa ∈ h[3]∗ (E.6)
and the differential acts as
Qinn : vα → −
1
2
f αβγv
βvγ − f αa wa − v̂α, v̂α → − f αβγvβv̂γ + f αa ŵa,
wa → − f aαbvαwb − ŵa, ŵa → − f aαbvαŵb + f aαbv̂αwb,
(E.7)
where f αa , f
α
βγ , and f
a
αb are the structure constants defining t, the Lie bracket on g and the
g-action  on h.
On the other hand, the Weil algebra W(h
t̃−−→g, ̃) is generated by elements
tα ∈ g[1]∗, ra ∈ h[2]∗, t̂α ∈ g[2]∗, r̂a ∈ h[3]∗, (E.8)
and the differential acts according to
QW : tα → −
1
2
f αβγ t
β tγ − fαa ra + t̂α, t̂α → − f αβγ tβ t̂γ + f αa r̂a,
ra → − f aαbtαrb + r̂a, r̂a → − f aαbtαr̂b + f aαb̂tαrb.
(E.9)
Comparing the differentials, it is again obvious that
vα → tα, v̂α → −t̂α, wa → ra, ŵa → −r̂a (E.10)
yields an isomorphism of differential graded algebras. 
In both theorems, we encountered unfortunate minus signs in the isomorphism, which is
a consequence of our being stuck between the hammer of standard conventions for the Weil
algebra and the anvil of standard conventions for the semidirect product.
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Regardless, the 3-term L∞-algebra encoded in the Weil algebra of a strict Lie 2-algebra is
canonically isomorphic as an L∞-algebra to the 3-term L∞-algebra underlying the inner deriva-
tion 2-crossed module of the strict Lie 2-algebra. We stress, however, that the inner derivation
2-crossed module of Lie algebras contains additional data, namely the antisymmetric part of
the Peiffer lifting
[[(b1, a1), (b2, a2)]] =
1
2
(
a2 ̃ b1 − a1 ̃ b2
)
. (E.11)
Appendix F. Quasi-isomorphisms and strict 2-group equivalences
Morphisms of L∞-algebras are most readily understood in their dual formulation: as mor-
phisms of differential graded algebras between the corresponding Chevalley–Eilenberg
algebras. Such a morphism descends to a morphism between the μ1-cohomologies of the
L∞-algebras. A quasi-isomorphism between two L∞-algebras L and L̃ is a morphism of
L∞-algebras φ : L→ L̃, which descends to an isomorphism φ∗ : H•μ1 (L) → H
•
μ1
(L̃). For more
details, see e.g. [24]. Quasi-isomorphisms are indeed the appropriate notion of equivalence
for most intents and purposes. For example, quasi-isomorphic gauge L∞-algebras lead to
quasi-isomorphic, and thus physically equivalent, BRST complexes [12].
By the minimal model theorem, any L∞-algebra L is quasi-isomorphic to an L∞-algebra
with underlying graded vector space H•μ1(L), which is called a minimal model for L.
As an example, we explain the quasi-isomorphism between two strict Lie 2-algebras
relevant to our discussion, namely
g = (∗ −→ g) and glp := (L0g ↪→ P0g), (F.1)
where L0g and P0g are based loop39 and path spaces in g, cf appendix C. Besides the embed-
ding μ1, the only other non-trivial higher product is in both cases μ2 given by the obvious
commutators. The quasi-isomorphism between these two strict Lie 2-algebras is a truncation
of a quasi-isomorphism given in [29, lemma 37]. We have morphisms of Lie 2-algebras φ and
ψ,
(F.2a)
which are given explicitly by the chain maps
(F.2b)
where ∂ : P0g→ g is again the endpoint evaluation and ·(τ ) : g→ P0g embeds α0 ∈ g as the
line α(τ ) = α0(τ ) for some smooth function  : [0, 1] → R with f (0) = 0 and f (1) = 1. Both
39 Note that L0g, the ordinary loop space, is not the same as L̂0g, which contains a central extension, used in the loop
model of the string 2-algebra.
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maps φ and ψ descend to isomorphisms on the cohomologies
g ∼= H•μ1(∗→ g) ∼= H
•
μ1
(glp) = (∗→ g), (F.3)
and (∗→ g) = H•μ1(∗→ g) is thus indeed a minimal model for glp.
We can complete the morphisms in (F.2) to a categorical equivalence by adding a contracting
homotopy: (Ψ ◦ Φ)0 is already the identity, and we have a 2-morphisms of Lie 2-algebras η :
Φ ◦Ψ→ idglp encoded in
η : P0g→ L0g, η(γ) = γ − (τ )∂γ. (F.4)
Strict Lie 2-algebras integrate to particular Lie groupoids, which carry the structure of a
2-group and glp integrates to the 2-group
Glp := (L0G  P0G ⇒ P0G) = C (L0G t−−→ P0G). (F.5)
We thus expect Glp to be equivalent to the 2-group ∗→ G in a suitable sense. This is the case
as we will show now.
Since both 2-groups are strict, the appropriate notion of morphism is given by butterflies,
see [51], with an equivalence corresponding to a flippable butterfly. Given two crossed modules
of Lie groups G := (H t−→G) and G̃ := (H̃ t̃−→G̃), a butterfly from G to G̃ is a commutative
diagram of group homomorphisms
(F.6)
where H
e1−−−→Ĝ π2−−−→G̃ is a complex and H̃ e2−−−→Ĝ π1−−−→G is a group extension. Moreover,
we have the equivariance condition
e2(π2(x)̃h̃ ) = x−1 e2(h̃) x and e1( π1(x)  h ) = x−1 e1(h) x (F.7)
for all x ∈ Ĝ, h ∈ H, and h̃ ∈ H̃. A butterfly from G to G̃ is flippable if it is also a butterfly
from G̃ to G .
We now have the flippable butterfly
(F.8)
proving the equivalence of the strict 2-groups Glp and (∗ −−→G).
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Appendix G. Path groupoids
We need groupoids and higher groupoids of smooth, parametrized paths, but generic such
paths with coincident endpoints fail to compose smoothly and associatively. To remedy this,
we follow [7, 34] and introduce sitting instants and factor by thin homotopies. This appendix
summarizes some of the technical details underlying our path groupoids.
Suppose we are given a manifold M. A path with sitting instants is a smooth map
γ : [0, 1] → M, regarded as a morphism
x1
γ←−− x0, (G.1)
with sitting instants at the endpoints x0 = γ(0), x1 = γ(1). That is, there is an ε > 0 such that
for i ∈ {0, 1} and all |t − i|  ε, the map γ is constant: γ(t) = xi. We abbreviate this by writing
t ≈ i ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ γ(t) = xi. (G.2)
This ensures smooth composition of paths.
A homotopy with sitting instants between two paths γ0, γ1 : [0, 1] → M sharing common
endpoints x0, x1 ∈ M is a smooth homotopy
(G.3)
with sitting instants
s ≈ i ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ σ(s, t) = γi(t),
t ≈ i ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ σ(s, t) = xi.
(G.4)
A homotopy with sitting instants σ is thin if the rank of dσ is at most 1 everywhere. The path
groupoid PM is the groupoid whose objects are points in M, and whose 1-morphism from x1 ∈
M to x2 ∈ M is an equivalence class of paths with sitting instants, which we identify any two
paths γ1, γ2 : x0 → x1, x0, x1 ∈ M between which there is a thin homotopy with sitting instants.
This ensures that composition of paths is associative40. We neglect details of the topology and
smooth structure. Such details can be treated rigorously using diffeological spaces; see [7–9,
52], as well as [53] and references therein for further details.
We can also construct the path 2-groupoidP(2)M [8] as follows. The objects are points, and
the 1-morphisms are equivalence classes of paths (with sitting instants) under thin homotopies
(with sitting instants). The 2-morphisms are be equivalence classes of (not necessarily thin!)
homotopies (with sitting instants) under thin homotopies of homotopies (with sitting instants),
which we now define.
40 The fundamental groupoid Π1(M) is finer than PM, since in that case we do not impose the condition of rank
 1 on the homotopies. A parallel transport functor whose domain is the fundamental groupoid can only describe flat
connections.
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A homotopy of homotopies with sitting instants between homotopies σ0, σ1 between the
same paths γ0, γ1 between the same endpoints x0, x1 is a smooth map
(G.5)
with sitting instants
r ≈ i ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ ρ(r, s, t) = σi(t),
s ≈ i ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ ρ(r, s, t) = γi(t),
t ≈ i ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ ρ(r, s, t) = xi.
(G.6)
Such a homotopy is called thin if dρ has rank  2 everywhere and dρ has rank  1 at (r, s, t)
with s ∈ {0, 1}.41
We also need the path 3-groupoid P(3)M, whose obvious definition we spell out as well.
Its objects, 1-morphisms, and 2-morphisms are as before. Its 3-morphisms are equivalence
classes of homotopies of homotopies under thin homotopies of homotopies of homotopies,
which we define below. A homotopy of homotopies of homotopies with sitting instants between
homotopies of homotopies ρ0, ρ1 between the same homotopies σ0, σ1 between the same paths
γ0, γ1 between the same endpoints x0, x1 is a smooth map
(G.7)
such that, for i ∈ {0, 1}, with sitting instants
q ≈ i ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ π(q, r, s, t) = ρi(t),
r ≈ i ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ π(q, r, s, t) = σi(t),
s ≈ i ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ π(q, r, s, t) = γi(t),
t ≈ i ∈ {0, 1} ⇒ π(q, r, s, t) = xi.
(G.8)
Such a homotopy is called thin if dπ has rank  3 everywhere, dπ has rank  2 at (q, r, s, t)
with r ∈ {0, 1} and dπ has rank 1 at (q, r, s, t) with s ∈ {0, 1}. Thankfully, this is all we need.
41 This ensures that domains and codomains are well defined on equivalence classes of homotopies of homotopies.
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Figure H1. A parametrized surface with sitting instants, seen as a parametrized curve on
the space of parametrized curves between two fixed points.
Appendix H. Chen forms
To define path-ordered higher-dimensional integrals, we use the formalism of Chen forms.
Briefly, the idea is to regard n-forms as 1-forms on iterated path spaces. The treatment here is
not meant to be rigorous, but to give the general flavor of ideas. For technical details the reader
should consult [3, 54, 55].
Surface-ordering. We want to define a surface-ordered integral of a 2-form, analogous to path-
ordered integrals of 1-forms. For this, we must fix an order on the points on a surface σ, which
is evidently not canonical. If σ(s, t) is a parametrized surface
σ : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → M, (H.1)
we can define an ordering of points lexicographically: we first sort by s, then by t. This amounts
to the following picture.
First, ensure that σ has sitting instants (G.4), reparametrizing as necessary; see figure H1.
Then the parametrized surface σ forms a bigon between the two parametrized curves
γ1(t) :=σ(0, t), γ2(t) :=σ(1, t). (H.2)
We can regard σ as a parametrized path σ̌ between two points γ0, γ1 ∈ Px1x0 , where P
x1
x0
is the
manifold of parametrized paths42 between x0 and x1.
σ̌s(t) :=σ(s, t), σ̌ ∈ Pγ1γ0(P
x1
x0
(M)), σ̌s ∈ Px1x0 (M) for all s ∈ [0, 1]. (H.3)
An ordinary 2-form on M defines a 1-form on the locally convex manifold Px1x0 (M),
also known as a Chen form. To wit, for each path γ ∈ Px1x0 (M), we can pull back B along the
evaluation map evt : γ → γ(t). We then contract ev∗t B with the vector field tangent R acting as
R(γ) = γ̇, which generates reparametrizations of γ and whose pushforward is tangent to γ:
(H.4)
For details, see again [3, 54, 55]. The 1-form B̌ can then be further integrated along the path σ̌
in Px1x0 (M).
Lie-algebra valued 2-forms. To deal with 2-forms B ∈ Ω2(M) ⊗ h which transform under a
gauge group with connection 1-form A ∈ Ω1(M) ⊗ g, i.e. equipped with an action of g on h, we
extend the picture slightly. The integration to a Chen form is now modified by an underlying
42 The manifold of parametrized paths with sitting instants, defined similarly to homPM(x0, x1), but without quotienting
by thin homotopies.
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parallel transport along the path γ ∈ Px1x0 (M) described by A. The 2-form B is decorated by
path-ordered integrals of A along parts of γ:
(H.5)
where γ t is again the path γ truncated at t and reparametrized. For details, see again [3, 55].
Higher-dimensional generalizations. The higher-dimensional generalization on iterated
loop spaces is mostly self-evident: we iterate the procedure, producing Chen forms of
lower and lower degree. Given a form C ∈ Ωk(M), we pick two points x0, x1 ∈ M, define
the space of parametrized paths (with sitting instants) Px1x0 (M), and build the Chen form
We then pick two points γ0, γ1 ∈ Px1x0 (M) (i.e. parametrized paths with
sitting instants on M), define the space Pγ1γ0 (P
x1
x0
(M)) of parametrized surfaces (i.e. parametrized
paths with sitting instants on Px1x0 (M)), and build the Chen form We
then iterate the process until we obtain a 1-form on an iterated loop space, over which we can
then define a path-ordered integral.
For ‘non-abelian’ forms, that is forms C ∈ Ωk(M) ⊗ v taking values in some vector spaces
v carrying representations of certain Lie algebras, there is also an evident generalization of
(H.5) by decorating with one-forms on iterated loop spaces. For concreteness, let us explain
formula (4.44c) in more detail. The iterated integral there is defined as follows:
(H.6)
where is defined as in (H.5), which is consistent as H takes values in h, which carries a
representation of the Lie group G integrating g. Moreover, the second integral is again defined
as in (H.5), but now on the path space Px1x0 (M) with the 1-form
(H.7)
Again, h clearly carries a representation of the Lie group H integrating h, and thus (4.44c) is
indeed well-defined.
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